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Impressions.
Weathering gray softens the rustic forms of split rail posts.
Abandoned, desolate fence posts—brought together in a live
new grouping, dappled with sunshine.

The Inspiration for this custom floor design. Achieved here
in handsome style with standard Armstrong flooring material

This Is Imperial* Modern Excelon®, the vinyl-asbestos tile ma<
for commercial projects with an eye on Impressive esthetics
and economy. Here, strips of gray tiles streak across the ri(
earthy brown tones of the background. Accent squares of
Excelon in bright yellows add cheerful dabs of sunlight. This
floor is but a sample of what can be created with the world’s
largest line of resilient flooring to choose from.

Your design? Let your Armstrong man take you on a guided t
through Excelon and all Armstrong materials. He knows the
book backward and forward when it comes to the technicalil
of floor selection. Call him in on your next project. Or write
Armstrong, 512 Prince Street, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

;A)rn strong
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The Attache Collection

Drexel has been making 
home furniture for years and years.

Now we’re in business!
Drexel takes to the office, with seven hand
some collections of executive office furni
ture; furniture that's highly-styled in both 
modern and traditional designs. Each col
lection, of course, is constructed and 
finished in the famous Drexel 
And each is in the medium price range.

For literature and the name of your 
nearest Drexel office furniture dealer, 
write Dept. L. Contract & Development 
Department, Drexel Enterprises, Inc., 
Drexel, North Carolina.

Then go see what Drexel has to offer the 
bu.siness world.

The Judicial Collection
manner. The Officers Collection

The Triune Collection The American Banker Collection

DREXEU
ENTERPRISES. INC 

Drexel, North CarolinaThe Legislative Collection The Congressional Collection



Outdoor I/inir»e Trrni<e ut Ihr 71 f'luh in Chi''ot;o

Our kind of town, Chicago

come brittle and break, no motter how cold It gets. 
These ore the moteriols we use. The best obtainable. 
Then we put them together in a manner that Midwestern
ers oppreciate. Strong, substantial welds, No bolts, rivets 

or screws. Good designs that are pleasing 
to the eye, comfortable and core-free. 
Actually, with all these things going for 
us, you might say we make our furniture 
Chicago-style. Ask for our new 48-page 
catalog. We'd like to send you one.

When you put outdoor furniture outdoors in the Windy 
City, you better be sure it can take the kind of punish
ment this town dishes out. Smoke, smog, dust and dirt. 
Rain, ice, snow and fog. You name it. It's here. So furni
ture materials have to be tough. Heavy- 
guage, extruded aluminum that ends rust 
and corrosion problems. Acrylic baking 
enamels that will stand up under bad 
weather as well as repeated washings.
Extruded vinyl that won't stretch or be 97

Commerce Blvd — N H*y 1 Sarabiilj, I li.>rida ' uH



The CQver

Op Art effects occupy 
our December covei’, 
created by graphic de
signer Norman Bieck- 
ner to illustrate but 
one of 19fi8’s wall
covering trends dis
cussed in a survey ar
ticle starting on page
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January—Sixth Annual Directory Issue, with complete classi
fied listings of products, services, and manufacturing sources 
in the contract furnLshings field. The editorial section of the 
Directory Is.sue will be devoted to business basics for the 
contract designer and .specifier.

Febri!ARY—The School Market: new approaches to architec
tural and interior design; a portfolio of new installations— 
plus—a revie^^' of products for the school furni.shings specifier.

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK; Frank A. Rizzo, Arnold Hoff
man, Stanley Berman. Gralla Publica
tions, 7 E. 43 St. Murray Hill 7-3344

CHIC.\(iO; Ross A. Granston, Buck Harris. 
Gralla Publications, 6328 N. Cicero Ave. 
736-3367 CONTRACT Is published monthly by H.M.S. Puhllratlon, Inc,, division of Gralla Pubti- 

eattons, 7 East 43 St.. New York 17. NY Phone Murray Hill 7-1344, Uwrence O'allft. 
presdenl. Milton Oralla. vice president. B H. Heilman, secretary. Subscription price: 
one year. S5.0O; two veira, 19 00: three years. tl2 00 tor arms and Individuals who spectlr. 
desiKn, buy. or replace contract furnlBhlnga In the U.S. All other U S. subscriptions. *9 00 per year. All Canadian and foreign aubscrlDtlons. Sl.S.OO per vear. Single
copy of this Issue *1.00. Contents Cully restricted. Copyrlaht 1997 by CONTRACT. 
. ^ P"°‘l**irr assumes no responsibility for cpln'ons expressed bv editorial contributions 
w toNTBACT The publisher reserves the rteht to reject any adverllslnir not tn
keepinit with the publication's standards. SUBSCRIBER ADDRESS CHANGES: Please 
send old and new address to our N Y. oDre at least four weeks In advance. Con- 

iM^ulatlon postage paid at Orange Conn. Other Gralla Publications: APART. 
WENT CONSTRUCTION NEWS, BANK EQtnPME3JT NEWS. BUILDER'S KITCHEN 
GUIDE. KITCHEN BUSINESS, PLASTIC LAMINATING

CLEVEL.AND; Gene H. McCormick. Gralla 
Publications, 3506 W. 145 St. 671-3355

WEST COAST: Doyle Peck, Manager; Lou 
Ruffolo. Gralla Publications, Suite 206, 
17071 Veutura Blvd., Encino, Calif. 981- 
2550

fI3j£l Member Businas* Publications Audit of Circulation



Transition 2196
Stow/Oavis introduces its new expanded Transition Line—a dramatic expansion 
encompassing 2,196 possible variations.

Transition now offers an extensive spectrum of desks, executive ‘ ‘L" 
desks, secretarial “L" desks, credenzas. cabinets—almost unlimited flexibility in the 
form of variable pedestal arrangements, sizes, top insert materials, 
wood finishes, metals. Transition. Incomparable excellence.

Stow/Davis Galleries listed below are created for your use. For information, write 
Stow/Davis Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502

S)STOW.DAVIS

GRAND RAPIDSDALLASLOS ANGELESCHICAGONEW YORK
jSSi/n'*"*'Avenue NW 

616 AM'Wtl
660 Decor«M« Center 

214 742 I66>
8699 Beverly Blvd 
2U S’B 306Q

1181 Mercnendtse Wed 
312 3210436

49 E 63>d Stteel 
212 688 9410
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and please make everything very pretty,..
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SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM ALL THE EMPLOYEES AND
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LETTERS

through its context that it was an ar
ticle mainly devoted to interior design, 
your writer most successfully provided 
his audience with a story covering 
about 20 percent of the interior (and 
architectural) field, leaving the large 
majority of interior designers and 
“sellei's to interior designers” in this 
area completely unrepresented in the 
article.

Wanting to represent the best prin
ciples of our chapter of NSID and hav
ing been hosts to your editor at the 
time when much of his impressions of 
interior design in Cincinnati may have 
been made, our membei's have allowed 
me to try, in my own words, to expj'ess 
their feelings in somewhat the follow
ing style:

1. We do not enjoy the use of the 
words interior designei-s as connected 
with such high praise as “remarkably 
sophisticated designers” when it is ap
plied in direct contrast to statements 
that Cincinnati community leaders are 
duds (and later on, squai’es).” Regard
less of who’s names your editor men
tioned in connection with certain state
ments, or through the anonymity of 
another statement, the title and lead- 
in paragraph reflected directly upon 
our feelings about our community and 
our clientele. It was not a truly repre
sentative itatement concerning the ma
jority of interior designers about Cin
cinnati.

2. None of us feels that we like any 
connection directly or indirectly with

statement that indicates we would

Excerpts, not chapter Another viewpoint on 
our Cincinnati story

Dear Sir: I am delighted to tell you 
contract’s generous attention in the 
October 1967 issue to my forthcoming 
book Office Planning and Design (Mc- 
Graw Hill, Spring 1963) has brought a 
flood of inquiries and telephone calls. 
Interestingly enough, while this is es
sentially a textbook for students, re
sponse to your excerpt reprint came 
from quite a number of corporate 
heads.

Dear Sir: Regarding your September 
article on Cincinnati: The question is 
raised as to whethei- your contributing 
editor had remained to study the Cin
cinnati area a proper length of time 
before he bj-ough forth, for your final 
editing, the type of material that was 
headed with the single word “Cincin
nati” and dealt with interior design in 
this area. Many of us felt that your 

Please accept my thanks for your writer had not truly repi’esenled the 
good interest and kind editoi’ial words, majority of interior designers in this 
However, may I ask you to please note community and where somewhat un- 
an important correction. The heading happy about the general tone of the
and sidebar indicate this is Chapter 1 article in i*egard to its reflections upon
of the book, but more accurately, it is oui' city also, 
a collection of excerpts. To be sure, it 
includes some paragraphs from the 
first chapter, but the total material 
submitted to you for reprinting consists 
of selections from various parts of the

In this editorial on interior design in 
our city, your writer has dtied the 
work of six well-known and re.spected 
architects or architectural firms who 
deal in interior design and two equally 
reputable firms of designers who sell 
mainly through architectural contacts. 
The article was interestingly written 
about these fine designers and we were 
proud that they were from the Cincin
nati area. The examples, though they 
showed more of the work of the archi
tect than that of the interior de.signer. 
were of undeniably good quality also. 
However, the fact that references, 
therefore, were all to architects and ar
chitect-oriented designers should raise 
the question in your readers’ minds 
whether this represents the majority of 
interior design as it is practiced in the 
Cincinnati area.

It is the belief of many members of 
our chapter of NSID in this area, as 
was reconfirmed in a recent meeting 
during which your article “Cincinnati” 
was discussed, that only about 20 per
cent of the interior furnishings handled 
by designers is controlled by the archi
tectural groups and these for new 
buildings, the remaining and much lar
ger share being handled by interior de
signers whose main contact with archi
tects is when the architect is either a 
client or a spokesman for a client. Of 
this remaining 80 percent, a great part 
includes replacements of older equip
ment, remodeling of existing (and old
er) properties, as well as the modern 
and traditional requirements for now 
projects.

After promising so much in its all- 
inclusive title and continuing to state

book.
Thank you again for the coverage 

and for continuing to produce so ex
cellent a magazine,

Michael Saphizr 
Saphier, Lerner, Schindler, Inc.

New York City

Remarkable growth

Dear Sir: Of all the books with which 
1 come in contact, I think contract 
has shown a more remarkable growth 
in distribution and improvement in 
character than any other I know. Fur
thermore, this is all based on improve
ment in its format and contents and 
this. I know, is based on a whale of a 
lot of hard work on the part of every
one in your organization. My congrat
ulations to you all.

any
need a “leader” fiom another profes
sion before we would undertake to do
our best work.

3. We will look forward to a time 
when your staff may want to see a 
broader coverage of the w’ork of interi
or designers in our community.

4. We wish to express our apprecia
tion of your wisdom in avoiding the 
use of any of the names of the 52 mem
bers of the local chapter of National 
Society of Interior Designers who 
would not be in sympathy with the 
feelings of your writer on these issues.

Harry Backus 
Chairman of the Board 

Southern Ohio Chapter NSID 
Cincinnati

We staunchly stand behind Irving Leo's 
presentation of Cincinnati. By the same 
Token, lee respect—and leelconie—your 
opinion and comntents.—Ed.

S. Abbot Smh'h 
Thomas Strahan Co. 

Chelsea, Mass.

From down under

Dear Sir: We have just received an in
quiry for Belgian linens from a man in 
St. Peters, New South Wales. Australia. 
He said he saw our ad in contract. 
We were surprised and pleased.

Frances Hanssen 
Promotion Director 

Belgian Linen Association 
New York City

CONTRACT6



Tlease read this.

This coming market week in San 
Francisco—January 29 through Febru
ary 2—is an occasion of unusual im
portance. It's the beginning of the most 
magnificent, total market center in all 
the western world. A dramatic archi
tectural complex covering eight square 
blocks in the center of San Francisco 
will be officially consigned and dedi
cated to our industry. As a qualified 
member of the home furnishings in
dustry you are invited to 
participate in this important 
inaugural event.

Activities will be cen
tered in San Francisco's 
historic Ice House near 
Fisherman's Wharf, below 
Telegraph Hill. You will see 
important collections of 
some of the finest resources 
ever shown in the West.
Throughout each day you will be re
galed with pleasures in the old San 
Francisco tradition. Fresh San Francisco 
crab and French bread, exquisite wines 
and champagne cocktails will be pro
vided by your host, Henry Adams.

The lee House is phase I. On the 
occasion of your tour you will become 
acquainted with the total scope and ex
citing promise of San Francisco's new 
International Market Center. In the

near future it will provide more than 
five million square feet of permanent 
exhibit space, transient show space, 
convention facilities, a major hotel, 
parking for 2500 cars and elegant amen
ities tailored to the tastes and demands 
of the entire industry.

You and your party will be shuttled 
by motorized cable car or limousine to 
and from nearby Jackson Square, Fish
erman's Wharf and other San Francisco 

attractions, including the 
old Western Merchandise 
Mart on Market Street. In
deed, yout Western Mer
chandise Mart photo pass 
or other qualified credential 
will admit you to the fes
tivities and showings in the 
new market center.

The Ice House is located 
at 1150 Sansome Street, on 

the corner of Union Street, adjacent to 
spacious parking facilities.

For more information—either now 
or upon your arrival in San Francisco 
—telephone Henry Adams personally 
at (415) 391-2211 or write to Henry at 
1300 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

We know your visit will be a mem
orable one, and we look forward to the 
pleasure of introducing you to this ma
jor breakthrough for our industry.

r

^an Trandsco luterrwHonal TAarket Center
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POINT OF 
VIEW
By Guest Editor:
Albert A. Heckel
PresulenU Gristcold. Heckel & Kelly Associates, Inc.

DO’S AND DON’rS — GUIDELINES FOR CLIENTS

both in costs and in preventing idle time in the 
office while innovation is going on. If an office is de
signed on the modular principle, with provisions for 
partitioning, air conditioning, electrical distribution, 
lighting, etc., major layout revisions can be made 
without experiencing major coats. Modular systems 
afford the illusion of fixed layouts, while allowing 
complete flexibility when you want to adjust a layout 
to meet changing needs.

5. Standardize on decor elements. If you use the 
modular concept for w'alla, windows, floors, there's 

why decorative elements can’t be shifted

More than $2.5 billion was spent on new office con
struction in 1965. Yet by 1970, many of the firms 
occupying these new structures will find their space 
inadequate, their layouts constricting the free flow of 
people and paperwork, and their maintenance costs 
rising uncontrollably. Despite the claims of built-in 
flexibility, a large percentage of today’s offices just 
aren’t geared to change at the same pace at which 
the needs of business change in the electronic age.

Business can’t afford to specify office space, pay
out, and equipment on the basis of existing needs. 
Even if personnel remained at its current level, sys
tems and procedures would not. A simple thing like 
the assignment of check and invoice preparation to a 
service bureau, or the decision to handle data process
ing internally, can radically change the value of a 
firm’s investment in space.

What’s the best way for a firm to look at its future 
space demands? What guidelines can it use to protect 
its space dollars from devaluation?

Based on a study of plans prepared for our own cli
ents—both those moving into new buildings and those 
who have rehabilitated old space—we offer the fol
lowing suggestions.

1. When planning an office, aim at interim goals. 
Today’s “perfect” solution is tomorrow’s limitation on 
growth. Keep in mind that you are thinking about 
new space or re-conditioning old because of chang< 
and that change will be a continuous factor in your 
business.

2. Don’t commit your office to hard-to-change sys
tems and procedures. This means, don’t build depart
ment layouts which can only be rearranged at the cost 
of major personnel or morale problems. When per
sonnel realizes that change is a normal factor in 
the job, there’s less resistance to it when it occurs.

3. Take a clue from the way technology’ is moving 
around you. Computer areas have drastically changed 
the shape of middle echelon space requirements, as 
have centralized filing, dictating and secretarial pools. 
You can’t figure which aspect of this technology you 
will need to incorporate in a few years, but you can 
make allowances in your space allocations and layouts 
which will enable you to adjust to future require
ments.

4. Plan for future possibilities at the beginning. 
Working with modules offers important savings—

no reason
around as interchangeable items also. This does not 
mean that individual and decorative schemes must 
give way to an overall, sterile interior. Properly plan
ned, materials, colors, furniture, and furnishings can 
provide interesting variety while offering flexibility 
within a consistent decorative scheme.

6. Plan on the basis of human requirements. Fitting
employees and their necessary equipment into a par
ticular space without sympathetic understanding of 
how they function can be a costly error—particularly 
where skilled people are involved.

7. Consider creating flexible work stations, so that 
when a job function changes it is not necessary to 
move furniture, files, forms, and tools. Flexibility in 
work station layout can be realized with modular 
function or individual preference.

8. Consult the experts. Planning an office that ful
fills the dual needs of present-day operations and 
future change is a technical specialty. Interior plan
ning goes far beyond decor and decoration. It entails 
evaluation of a company’s changing needs, study of 
equipment and personnel, planned layouts, prepara
tion of construction drawings, supervision of the 
building trades, cost control of the entire project, and 
following through on the myriad details required to 
secure the finished product—a working office.

9. Don’t wait until the last minute. Allow sufficient 
consulation time to cover all requirements. (C)

Point of View is an open forum for practicing designers. 
We invite you to become a guest columnist and welcome 
expression of your views on the problems, practices, and 
procedures related to the field of contract space planning 
and design.
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This is a room for the loquacious*

TraveLodge caters to guests who seek memorable 
accommodations. It’s a good way to build a comfortable 
reputation. Invest in the things that make lasting 
impressions and eloquent guests will do the rest. Things 
like rooms furnished with Simmons Britannia furniture. 
Hide-a'beds® and Super-sized Beautyrest® mattresses. 
Word gets around. If you cater to loquacious people, 
would like to, have a talk with Simmons.

or

$1 SIMMOIS^

CONTMCT DIVISION • HtHCHANOISe HAR1 > CHICAGO. Ill 606M
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CALENDAR

1968

January 7-11, 1968. China & Glass Show. Convention 
Hall, Atlantic City, N.J.

January 7-12. International Furnishings Market. 
American Furniture Mart and Merchandise Mart, 
Chicago.

January 8-13. Canadian Furniture Market. Canadian 
Furniture Mart, Ontario, Canada.

January 14*17. Winter Furnishings Market. Seattle.
January M-18. Lamp & Home Furnishings Show. 

New York Coliseum, New York City.
January 14-19. New York Winter Furnishings Mar

ket. New York City.
January 14-19. Winter Furnishings Market, Dallas, 

Texas.
January 15-19. W’inter Furnishings Market, High 

Point, N.C.

January 21-24. Gift Show, Hotel Willard, Washing
ton, D.C.

January 21-26. Los Angeles Furnishings Market. 
Home Furnishings Mart. Los Angeles.

January 22-26. Winter Furnishings Market. Atlanta 
Merchandise Mart, Atlanta.

January 28-February 1. Gift Show. Holiday Inn and 
New York Coliseum, New Y’ork City.

January 29-February 2. Western Winter Market 
Western Merchandise Mart, San Francisco, Calif.

February 17-21. American Association of School Ad
ministrators, Convention and Exhibit. Atlantic 
City, N.J.

March 9-11. National Association of Bedding Manu
facturers, Annual Convention & Supply Show. 
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.

April 2-4. Northern Ohio Business Equipment Show. 
Cleveland Public Auditorium, Cleveland, Ohio.

April 30-May 4. American Industrial Arts Associa
tion. Minneapolis.

May 1-14. NSID Conference. Palm Springs, Calif.

May 8-11. National Association of Educational Buy
ers. St. Louis, Mo.

May 8-12. National Home Fashions League Annual 
Conference. Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

June 4-6. CONTRACT '68—The National Contract 
Show & Convention, sponsored by contract Maga
zine. New York Coliseum, New York City. For de
tails contact: Mr. Jerome Brown, National Exposi
tions Co.. 14 West 40 St., New York. N.Y. 10018. 
Tel.: 212/564-8714.

HAND PRINTS BY DESOTO 
A COMPREHENSIVE 

NEW SOURCE FOR DECORATORS
The dream of every artist designer of wallcoverings is 
complete freedom of personal expression ... even to 
working with the artisan in final production.

Under such conditions design finesse is no longer 
merely verbal. The highly personal esthetics of color 
control are no longer a mechanical matching process.

Deliberate underplay to achieve subtle effects 
becomes a reality. Elaborate designs become a possi
bility. The purity and clarity of color in the artist's 
visualization are truly expressed in the final product-

In Hand Prints by DeSoto. the decorator will find 
exactly what the artist designer has conceived ... 
uniquely unusual designs and color combinations 
which will inspire the decorator and please the client.

The designers' imaginations and agents have 
roamed the world for design sources and color appli
cations. Included in the collection are also contem
porary adaptations of originals from the Smithsonian 
Institution, and both early American and Victorian- 
based designs.

Practicality has not been overlooked. Hand Prints 
by DeSoto are screened on vinyl grounds. They are 
easy to apply, durable and strippable. Decor may be 
changed without difficutty or undue mess.

Hand Prints by DeSoto include foils, gravure silks, 
peariescents ar>d flocks.

They are available through exclusive decorator 
channels, and may be seen at leading showrooms.

The artistic and technical skills of DeSoto are avail
able to interior designers for custom designs and doc
umentary reproductions.

Also available are special colorings of this collec
tion. Production and pricing information on request, 

welcome inquiries.

XJbnited • XDeSoto
3101 South Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60623 

Shown by
SEABROOK WALLCOVERINGSDECORATORS WALK 

New York • Chicago • Boston 
Philadelphia > Washington

SINCLAIR WALLCOVERINGS 
Los Angeles • Santa Ana 

San Diego • Fresno • Tucson
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Memphis • Charlotte 
Miami • Dallas

WALLPAPERS INC.
San Francisco • Oakland 

Portland • Seattle • Honolulu
June 18-24. International Furnishings Market Amer

ican Furniture Mart and Merchandise Mart. 
Chicago.
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Delightful to look at, safe t<

TOBEX®. Hexagonal wire mesh; 
closely-spaced convex bosses on 
one surface.

FLAX NUWELD. Diamond wire 
mesh; fabric-like pattern on one 
surface.



PINSTRIPE FINETEX^''. Single,
parallel strands of wire; fine tex
tured pattern on one surface.

INDUSTREX®. Hexagonal wire
mesh: regular pattern of tiny, lens
shaped figures on one surface.



CONTRACT BUSINESS: NOTES & COMMENTS

their school budget couldn’t afford. 
Since the library was used for many 
school meetings and activities, the stu
dents decided that carpeting was 
necessary to reduce the noise, and to

modem contrast to the rustic brick 
exterior of the Ice House. The tower 
will serve as an architectural and 
visual bridge between past and pres
ent and will be linked to the Ice House 
by an extensively landscaped mall on 
the lower level of Union Street, which 
is being designed by Lawrence Hal- 
prin & Associates, landscape architect.

The San Francisco International 
Market Center, a privately sponsored 
development, will consist of a com
plex of buildings to form an important 
trade center in the West. When com
pleted, it will include a half-million 
square foot mart for decorative, com
mercial, and institutional furnishings: 
a home furnishings mart of about 2 
million square feet; a half-million 
square foot international trade mart 
for trade and consumers: half-million 
square foot apparel mart: 
million square foot trade show facility: 
a major 500-room hotel, the first in 
the country that is part of a market 
center.

International Market Center 
renovates Ice House complex

Two old landmarks at the foot of 
Telegraph Hill in San Francisco will 
be restored and renovated as the first 
phase of the Northern Waterfront’s 
new $100-million San Francisco Inter
national Market Center. Noted archi
tectural firm of Wurster, Bernard! & 
Emmons is readying the historic Ice 
House structures, built in 1914 and 
once the largest cold storage and ice 
manufacturing facility in California, 
for the decorative and contract fields. 
In their new role, the pair of build
ings will be ready to provide more 
than 200,000 square feet of space 
within a few weeks.

Wurster. Bernard! & Emmons will 
preserve the unique atmosphere and 
character of the Ice House buildings 
(see cuts) just as they have done the 
chocolate factory structures in Ghirar- 
delli Square. The exteriors will be 
kept in their present form. One focal 
point will be a spectacular glass tower 
to extend the full length of what is 
now Gaines—an alley—and provide a

improve the appearance of the room. 
The students, through their efforts.

able to contact a dealer who
a half-

were soon 
suggested a commercial grade manu
factured by World Carpets,

“It’s great . . . looks like home . . . 
now you can study in quiet,' 
some of the reactions of the proud 
students.

were
New type of design contest

A new type of design contest has just 
been announced that differs from most 
in that it will be incorporated as a 
regular part of school curricula, in
stead of being a separate, almost di
versionary project. Sponsored by 
Trend Contract Division of Trend 
Mills, Inc., the current pilot project 
involves two schools—Pratt Institute 
and Parsons School of Design—al
though it may later be expanded to 
include others. Its aim is to promote 
creativity as a whole in the industry, 
rather than centering on specific car
pet designs. Projects involved will be 
of dormitories, offices, lobbies, and 
other commercial institutional spaces. 
Directing the project will be Arnold 
Friedmann, associate professor of de
sign at Pratt, and James Howell, 
chairman of the interior design de
partment of Parsons. Prizes will be 
scholarship monies.

Dallas Mart to expand
Approximately a quarter million 
square foot expansion of the Dallas 
Trade Mart and Apparel Mart is now 
under construction in order to provide 
more permanent exhibit space in the 
Dalla.s Market Center. Plans are for 
completion of the entire project by 
August 1968.

The Texas World’s Fair
Plans for HemisFair 1968. which will 
open in San Antonio, Texas, on April 
6, are progressing “exceedingly well 
and face no problems,” according to 
its chief executive officer, James M. 
Gaines. Theme of the Fair will be 
“The Confluence of Civilization in the 
Americas.” Situated on a 92.6-acre 
site, there will be Federal and state 
pavillions. 14 picturesque historic 
houses, food clusters, three-building 
convention center, Tower of Americas, 
and 43 Government modules.

Twenty-one governments have al
ready signed contracts to house ex
hibits in the modules, and it is ex
pected that the final total of between 
25-30 foreign exhibits will be reached 
before long. Signed up so far are: 
Belgium, Bolivia, Canada, Republic of 

(Continiied on page 36)

Students buy carpeting

Once they decided on the solution, they 
swung into action. Door to door, they 
sold magazine subscriptions to raise 
enough money to buy carpeting for 
their school library. And they did it. 
Within two months, the students of 
Juan Cabrio Junior High School, in 
Santa Clara. Calif., had collected 
enough to purchase the carpeting that

The original Ice House, dating back to 
1914, and rendering of restoration.

CONTRACT14



PEOPLE

Wynn Shaffer, senior designer of Western Design 
Associates, San Francisco, has been named West 
Coast regional vice president of National Society of 
Interior Designers.

Mrs. Moselle Meals, chairman of the board of Tay
lor Chair Co., Bedford, Ohio, has been named the first 
honorary member of the Institute of Business De
signers.

William F. Hecker has been elected a vice president 
of the architectural firm of William B. Ittner, Inc., 
St. Louis.

Fred Bassetti & Co., Seattle-based architect, has 
established an interior design department headed by 
Lucile Wilcox.

Martha H. Munster has been appointed architec
tural consultant with Gulistan Carpet Division of 
J. P. Stevens &. Co., Inc. William D. Milton has 
been transferred to the New York Commercial Sales 
Department of the firm.

S. Guy Lovelace was elected chairman of the board 
of Lovelace-Steel Associates at a recent meeting of 
the board of directors of the Liverpool, N.Y., interior 
de.sign firm. James F. Steele was elected president, 
the post formerly held by Lovelace.William Tillman has been named manager of Dux. 

Inc., New York showroom in Decorative Arts Center.

Norris J. Goldman has been named president of 
Dohrmann Co., replacing Harold B. Lawson who is 
retiring. The firm, located in Los Angeles, is a whole
sale hotel, motel, restaurant, and institutional supplier 
and manufacturer of food serving and preparation 
equipment.

ISD, Inc., interior space design firm, has added three 
new people to its professional staff: Angie Mills, 
project manager ; Richard Marsh, manager of tenant 
development; E. V. MarkULA, senior designer. They 
will be based in the firm’s Chicago office.

James Merrick Smith, faid. Coconut Grove. Fla., 
and Edward J. Perrault, faid, Houston, Tex., have 
been re-elected pre.sident and board chairman, respec
tively, of American Institute of Interior Designers.

E. II. R. Rlitzer has been elected chairman of the 
board of Lightolier, Inc., lighting manufacturer. He 
will continue as president and chief executive. Edmund 
R. McCauley was appointed treasurer and will con
tinue his duties as comptroller, ARTHUR E. Birch has 
been named to the newly created post of architectural 
sales manager.

Joseph H. Hogrefe has joined Johnson-Carper Furni
ture Co. in Roanoke, Va., as sales manager-upholstery 
division.

Willard C. Hass has been appointed general national 
sales manager of Design Products. Inc., Boulder, 
Colo., custom furniture manufacturer. Don Decker has become national sales manager for 

American Lantern Co., Newport. Ark.

Leonard O. Rose has joined Milwaukee Chair Co., 
as vice president and general manager of the firm’s 
new plant in Newbern, Tenn.

Philadelphia Carpet Co. has announced the appoint
ment of Art H. Bjorkman to the new post of national 
sales manager of the contract division. Bjorkman W'ill 
be based in the company’s Eastern Region headquar
ters. 295 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Earl B. Arnold and N. Mac Johnson have been 
named district sales managers for Patcraft Mills, Inc. 
Arnold will be responsible for southwest Virginia, 
tri-state area of Tennessee and northern counties of 
N. Carolina, Johnson, for South Carolina and south
ern part of North Carolina.

A. W. Lutter, Jr. has been named senior vice presi
dent of Interchemical Corp.. effective January 1, 1968, 
when he will also be elected to the board of directors. 
He will be located in the New York offices of the com
pany.

Design-Technics has named J. Martin Larsen, sales 
representative for Illinois and Wisconsin.

Jerry Kaufman, vice president of F. W. Roberts, Co., 
has been named to National Office Products Associa
tion’s Furniture Committee for a one-year term.

John J. (Hugh) Alexander has been appointed ad
ministrative a.ssistant to Andrew Croll. vice president- 
Toledo operations for the coated fabrics division of 
Interchemical Corp.

Horst Gunter, Donald S. MacKerer and John J. 
Esserw’EIN have joined TechFab, St. Louis, as sales 
representatives.

Five designs by AID members have been selected by 
the judges in Uniroyal’s Action Room Competition for 
awards of $1,000 each. Winners of the honors are; 
George Alfred Parenti, Chicago; Lloyd Faulkner, 
Los Angeles; Marvin Sharpe, Seattle; Kirk White, 
New York City; and Miss Jackie M. Mahi, Honolulu.

Don L. Crim has joined Ozite Corp., Chicago-based 
floor covering Arm. as district manager in South Caro
lina, Georgia, Alabama, and the Florida panhandle.
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Crown Tuft presents 
the proud, new 

meet-the-public carpet 
of Zefkrome E.S.R

*

turns to its original appear
ance after on-location 
cleaning better than any 
other acrylic carpet.
Dirt resistance: Zefkrome Is 
a smooth, circularacrylic that 
doesn't hold soil the way 
other acrylic fibers do. The 
Crown Tuft carpet is also 
moth and mildew proof. Per
fect for installation any
where. Diamond Point II is 
fully guaranteed against 
snags from golf cleats, which 
makes it especially appro
priate for pro shops, locker 
rooms, country clubs.

The most advanced acrylic 
in contemporary carpeting 
for public places is Zefkrome, 
Engineered for Superior Per
formance. It appears in the 
new Crown Tuft carpet which 
offers unique advantages in 
aesthetics and wear.
Color: Multichromes, a new 
concept developed for 
greater clarity and richness. 
Durability: Wear-tests of 2 
million footsteps. Zefkrome 
is stronger than other acryl
ics by as much as 50%. 
Superior color retention; 
Lasting color, because the 
color is locked in when the 
fiber is made.
Superior Clea nobility: The
new Crown Tuft carpet re-

ZEFKROME ACRYLIC

"“Dow Badische Zefkrome E.S.P.—Engineered for Superior Performqnce

Diamond PoinI I
270 pitch (gouge), minimum pounds 
tuft lock.
10th gouge construction.
15 denier 70% Zefkrome acrylic,
30% modocrylic pile.
9 ounce stoinless jute primary backing.
10 ounce hot-melt polymer adhesive.
9 ounce stoinless jute secondary backing.
8 stitches per inch, .1875 pile height.
Total weight... 60 ounces with double jute 
booking ...97 ounces with high density 
rubber becking.
Z«tkrcme ii a trademark oi Dow Bodlsch* Company

TDigmortd Point II
270 pitch (gouge), minimum 17'A pounds 
tuff lock.
10th gouge construction.
15 denier 70% Zefkrome acrylic,
30% modocrylic pile.

"9 ounce stainless jute primory backing.
10 ounce hot-melt polymer odhesive.
9 ounce stainless jute secondary backing. 
9 stitches per inch, .250 pile height.
Total weight...70 ounces with double jute 
backing. ..107 ounces with high density 
rubber backing.

Crown Tuft Inc.
P.O. Bex 129 
Dalton, Georgia 30720
Gentlemen: Please send me details on 
colors and prices of the Crown Tuft corpet 
of Zefkrome Acrylic.

Nome__

Address.

City___

Zip code
State.

1_ J

Circle No. 9 on product card facing P. 106



ISi'iv Showrooms

RUGCROFTERS OPENS AT D&D

Ruprcroftens. designer and manufac
turer of custom designed and hand 
made rugs and carpets, has unveiled its 
nefw collection in new, expanded show- 

in the Decoration & Design 
The 6,000

rooms
Building in New York, 
square foot .Hhowroom. designed by 
Saphier. Lerner, Schindler, ia elegant
ly understated in a modern motif and 
colored in soft grays and beige.s. Dark
ly tinted glass separates the areas 
while allowing an unobstructed view.
Along one wall, full size rugs 
mounted on sliding tracks so that each 
may be viewed completely in proper 
lighting. Swatches of carpeting show
ing textures and colors hang in re
cessed areas around the showroom. 
Throughout the show’room and in Rug- 
crofter.s’ Gallery of Rug Art, contem
porary original works of wool art are 
hung. Framed and mounted, these in
dividual works, by F. Kline, utilize 
techniques akin to rugmaking. (C)

are



MATCH?
Prove to yourself that
Chatham’s drapery fabrics
of Verel are flame resistant!

EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC., subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company, 260 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016. Verel is the trademark for Eastman modacrylic liber.

Circle No. 13 on product card facing P. 106
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\nr ShouTooms

TWO FOR THE 
SHOWROOMS

two other walls in the display area. 
Windows, which run the full length of 
the showroom, are attractively draped 
in white transparent fabric. Light and 
space are thus fully utilized to vividly 
display Unika-Vaev’s collection of 
drapeiy and upholstery fabrics and 
rugs. Fritz Hansen furniture is used 
throughout.

Mogens Leth of the Quorum Five de
signed the Fritz Hansen showroom, 
which is moi'c than twice the area 
formerly occupied by the firm. With 
versatility and flexibility as his goals, 
Leth has created a modular showjoom 
in stark white, which uses the furniture 
and brightly enameled platforms for 
color accents. The four by four foot 
multicolored platforms pi'ovide imagi
native stages for the Fritz Hansen 
furniture.

Parallel ceiling tracks run the width 
of the room to provide instant parti
tioning with panels or draperies, into 
eight by eight foot areas. (C)

Simplicity and clarity of design skill
fully blended with great expanses of 
white and accents of brilliant color cre
ate the new worlds of Unika-Vaev and 
Fi'itz Hansen. The combined showrooms, 
on the 16th floor of the newly enlarged 
Decoration & Design Building in New 
York, are outstanding examples of co
ordination between interior designers 
and the manufacturers. A subtle state
ment of white or neutral walls provides 
an elegant backdrop for the clean lines 
and brilliant colors of Danish furniture 
and textiles.

Albert Herbert, AID. has designed a 
huge S-shaped rack system which dom
inates the center of the Unika-Vaev 
showroom. The rack holds more than 
1,000 samples of the textile collection, 
attractively ari'anged foi‘ quick view
ing, according to the colors of the 
spectrum. Unika-Vaev rugs are dis
played on lai*ge sliding tracks at the 
far end of the showroom. Additional 
fabric racks will be displayed against

CONTRACT



f^RITZ HANSEN
PURMfTURC
UNIKA VAEV
TEXTILES
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Quietly sophisticated casters for the corner 
office, tailored casters for multi-desk areas, 
engineered casters with silent-rolling, easy- 
swiveling action . . . this i.s the Faultless flair. 
It’s evident in these four casters. Your local 
Faultless Representative is as near as the 
telephone book. Or write to Faultless direct.

Faultless Caster Co.
iA BLISS & LAUGHLIN INDUSTRIESA Division of

Evansvillo, Indiana 47717
Bronch offices in principal cities of U.S.
Conodo: Faultless Casters Limited, Stratford, Ontorio.

Circle No. 14 on profluct cord facing P. 106 Circle No. 15 on product card facing P. 106
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*iuKTeieE) TimHAiK or 
HCKHtS M«DM COMPAMT 
■LLMWCTON DELAVTARC, PO«

frs OLEFIH mu.Millions of Foot-Steps Later...
U COLOSSAL

with Herculon* Olefin Fiber Pile
Will Make Light of Heaviest Traffic!

In any public area . . . offices, banks, hotels, motels, stores, apartments . . . schools, hospitals, churches . . . wherever 
carpet is required to withstand rigorous use, “Colossal” will stand up proudly. Why? Because the carpet pile is made 
with Herculon* olefin fiber. Because the 9 multi-color choices remain clear, true for life. Because its tweed texture 
looks so uncommercial. Because it won’t pill or fuzz ... is easiest to clean, spots and spills wipe off, dirt and dust don’t 
cling. It’s moth-proof, mildew-proof, virtually static-free, and non-allergenic. That's why you can select it without 
reservation.

FREE! Write for Swatch Book with Actual Carpet Samples!

DOWNS QUALITY CARPETS
DOWNS CARPET COMP.ANY, INC., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134 • Since 1865

Circle No. 16 on product card facing P. 106
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if people walked on their hands.

When you have a piece of Trend Contract carpeting in your hands, you know what you’ve got. Our 
specifications tell it to you straight—no guesswork. We sell our contract carpeting the way we 
make it. By specifications. Seven of the largest, most automated mills in the industry turn out 
Trend carpeting for contract installations. And Trend Contract salesmen are trained in the why 
and wear of fibers and construction for every contract requirement. The price will set you back on 
your heels. You can't beat it. Get your hands on Trend.

For your copy of "How to Put Your Finger on The Right Carpet for Every Contract Installation”— 
write on your business letterhead to Department C12

295 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016

OTV<9<0** O* YffTHP ■tllS,

Circle No. 17 on product card facing P. 106



B.F.Goodrich 5V2-inch-thick Texfoam® mattress 
is thicker, looks better, sells better.

Many foam rubber mattresses look 
like pads.

But a genuine B.F.Goodrich 5J^- 
inch-thick Texfoam® mattress looks 
like a mattress.

And acts like a magnet. It’ll draw 
in customers who used to pass foam 
latex by. BFG still makes a 4-inch- 
thick mattress. And customers still

like it. But they’ll like the 51^2-inch- 
thick mattress even better.

When they sit on it, lie on it, 
bounce on it. they’ll find it pleas
antly firm, yet gently yielding. 
Won’t ever lump, break down or 
sag. Never loses its comfort or its 
cool. And never has to be turned!

This new BFG Texfoam mat

tress is perfectly easy to carry. And 
to deliver. One driver can roll it up 
and handle it handily.

Anything more to think about? 
Order BFG 5-inch-thick Texfoam 
mattresses now. Or for even more 
information write B.F.Goodrich 
Consumer Products, Akron, Ohio 
44318.

TEXFOAM 1GENUINE LATEX FOAM \
B.E Goodrich

Circle No. 18 on product card facing P. 106
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CONTRACT NEWSThe Chair Recognizes 
Style.

Hugh M. Reiser associates, Inc., has relocated its 
offices to 355 Lexington Ave., New York City.

Style plus the quaitty crafts

manship and exceptional value 

you've come to expect from 

one of the world’s leading sup

pliers of contract lumisfiings. 

And SfMidy Williams has 

designs to meet any decorating 

requirement . whether 

modern or traditional, harmo

nizing or contrasting, one 

Chair or a hundred

And past ol all... Shelby 

Williams IS your one great 

contract source for contract 

furnishings. Through Shelby 

Williams and its subsidiaries. 

Madison and Duo Bed. the 

designer, specifier, architect 

end contract dealer can fill 

virtually every need in the total 

concept planning and coordi

nation of today's business- 

mstitutional-commerciai 

interiors

Morganelli-Heumann & Rudd, architect-interior de
sign firm of Los Angeles, has opened a Seattle office 
in the College Club, 505 Madison Ave., Seattle. James 
W. Dupar has been named associate-in-charge.

Alma Desk Co., High Point. N.C., manufacturer of 
wood office furniture, just completed another plant 
expansion project of more than 200,000 square feet.

Add to slyls and quality lh« 

other fesiurss of this fine 

furniture., comfort elegance 

luxury... individuality. You'll 
see why Shelby Williams has 

the perleet answer for perl eel

Why not write for our catalogs 

lodey^ Duo-Bed Corp., division of Shelby Williams Inc., has 
opened a new showroom in Southern Furniture Expo
sition Building. High Point. Other Duo-Bed show
rooms are located in the Merchandise Mart. Chicago, 
and Los Angeles’ Design Center.

interior designs

All-Steel Equipment Inc-, has purchased 23 acres 
of land in Hazleton, Pa., for a new manufacturing 
plant. Construction on the plant, which will exceed 
170.000 square feet, will begin immediately.

Nessen Lamps, Inc., moved to a new factory and gen
eral office at 3200 Jerome Ave., Bronx, N.Y. on Sep
tember 1. and opened a New York City showroom at 
155 East 56 Street.

Milwaukee Cpiair Co., metal, wood, and fiberglass 
seating manufacturer, has recently moved its corpor
ate headquarters from Milwaukee to Oak Brook, 111. 
The company has constructed an 8,000 square feet 
building to house the executive offices, design studios, 
and showroom.

General Electric Co.. Laminated Products Depart
ment, has opened a new showroom in Robertson Plaza 
in Los Angeles. Located on the fifth floor, the Texto- 
lite sales office occupies 700 square feet.

Cramer Industries, Inc., Kansas City, was awarded 
first place at the recent NOP A Convention in Chicago 
for excellence in function and attractiveness of exhibit 
booth.

Interchemical Corp. has announced plans to build 
a multi-million dollar plant in Edi.son Township, N. J., 
on the site of the former Camp Kilmer. The Edison 
plant, Interchem’s ninth in New Jersey, will occupy 
approximately 32,000 square feet.

Dedication of the new, multimillion-dollar Fibers Re
search & Development Laboratory of Hercules, Inc., 
at Research Triangle Park, Raleigh, N.C., wa.s con- 
dent of Hercules; and Paul L. Johnstone, board mem
ber and general manager of Hercules Fiber & Film 
Department, November 15, 1967. The new laboratory 
will be the research, development, and technical ser
vice arm of the company and will be concerned pri
marily with Herculon olefin fibers.

bj JUU-U
MCnCHANOIftC MART. CHICAOO, ILLMOIH MAM

TaNiMir.—MADAON^urMruAC MDUSTIR£t CmNOA.DUO MO CORPORATION. HKntl*.

Sftowrooms. Atlanta. Chicago, Dallas. Los Angaias. Now York. San Francisco. Saaille

Circle No. 19 on product card facing P. 106
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Introducing

TEKTONIC“200

New, exciting concept in library furniture with you the ultimate designer



TEKTONIC'200
DESIGN—Tectonic . . . structural, architectural in feeling. Classic proportions, simple 

linear geometry, meticulous detail. CONSTRUCTION—Sturdy. In wood, metal, fabric, 
laminated plastic. Modular, interchangeable carrel panels. Complete flexibility in the use 
of space. HUMAN ENGINEERING—Work habits researched in depth for student needs, 
involvement, acceptance. COLOR COORDINATION—Wide selection of colors, materials, 
finishes . .. uniquely expressing your design creativity. Planning a contemporary library? 
Contact us for further Information and assistance.

LIBRARV BUREAU REMINGTON RAND OFFICE SYSTEMS DIVISION • B01 PARK AVENUE, HERKIMER. NEW YORK

SPER^V RAfSD
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What heels will your carpets meet?

Philadelphia has the contract grade 
to take them in stride.

Not everybody runs up against the same 
heels (and the thincs they track in). That's 
why Philadelphia has so many in-stock lines 
—so \aried in construction, color and style 
ranges—to meet every contract requirement. 
And the specialized counseling that makes 
sure the right carpet goes in the right place.

Nine decorative 3-color moresque cfiects— 
priced lower than you think for fine quality.
Send for Free Swatch and Information

r PHIL.-\DELPHI.\ Carpet Ckimpany 
Coniract Dii'ision
P.O. Box 2225, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 
Please send "Glencove” .-\criian* swatch, and 
information to;
NAME

Take Glencon e carpet (shown), for example. 
It is true luxury, has the remarkalde resilience 

and texture retention of lavishly 
used .‘Xcrilan’^' acrylic —with a 

tight pile that repels dirt so it 
has no place to go but up into 
the vacuum.

ORGANIZATION

TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

Monsanto

PHILSDEITHIAIn contract carpets, the choice is

Carpel (’ompaihrCircle No. 46 on product card tacing P. 106

General Offices: Cartersville, Ga. 30120 • Showrooms: Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Dallas Crawford Thompson in Atlanta, High Point, St. Petersburg

Circle No. 20 on product card facing P. 106 29



LIGHT©

Lighting devices that are totally original . . . classic Bubble Lamps . . . 
all bear die unmistakable imprint of architect-designer George Nelson. 
A variety of shapes and sizes, all cast a soft even light. A choice of 
accessories turn the basic Bubble into adjustable ceiling fixtures, wall 
pin-ups, floor and table lamps. Now offered as a ceiling hung fixture 
with hangers and extra length cord for baseboard attachment. Write
fnr our .........................................OiTElRT*: RmCTT ■ 7 H t n* rra * •nrnrnTTr "TTirTTnWT.



DISCOVER IEXPIjORIER: 
USUAM.Y USIED 
WMERIE UISIUSUAI.I.Y 
DENSE CARPE 
IS REQUIRED.

OR IN PLACES
IT'S UNUSUAL 
CARPET AT AM

«»

Monsanto
Explorer is unusually dense carpel—l/lO gauge*
or a minimum of 80 tufts per square inch. And for even greater wearability
and beauty it's made with Acrilan® acrylic fiber—the tough fiber with the soft touch.
Ideal for practically any contract installation, particularly high-trafftc areas where performance
and looks are a must. In fact, Explorer wears and cleans so well, you can use it in places where you might ordinarily 
use an entirely different flooring. And the cost? Less than any comparable carpel.
Available in 17 colors tufted on a Spun Bond man-made back for dimensional 
stability. Your choice of Rubber Loc or Dual Loc jute secondary backing. C

Discover Explorer yourself. For a 3" x 5" sample and Sweet's 
File Catalog, #28E, write: E. T. Barwick Mills, Inc.,
Contract Division, Chamblee, Georgia.
•(270 pitch)

E l H*M*li:* MILLS. tNC LIMAMBIEI, UEOBGI*
iar^€«l nl twT1«« S'

Circle No. 48 on product card facing P, 106
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It’S no “Wonder99

MONTYDERBYREGALDIPLOMAT

creative designers choose Big-M hase
The “Wonder" of Big-M Base designs is the 
functional flexibility and eye-appeal that will 
add volume to your product's sales. Investi
gate the possibilities of Big-M Bases. Write 
for full details.

(All Big-M Bases are available KD)

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.

MIDDUBTOWN MANUFACTURING DIVISION
P. 0. BOX B8 ■ SIMPSOSVILLK. KY. iiM/67

Circle No. 49 on product card facing P. 106
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*
JChf^hirt Ian Motor Lodge — St. Louis, Mo. Photography: Jerry Wiggins — Maritz, Inc.

Specifier: Theodore Christner, Architect. Supplier: Lammert Furniture Company, Contract E)epartnient.

In the Cheshire Inn there is that happy blending of old and new.
Of the new, conveniences and facilities unknown in the old coach inns, but a necessity today.

Of the old, the warmth and charm in traditional things, warmed by time and use.
In Woodard wrought iron furniture, the same happy blend of lasting classic design and modern carefree materials.

30$ EAST 03 STREET. .NEW YORK fiZN MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO
320 DECORATIVE CENTER. DALLAS H924 REVEKLY BOCLEVARD, LOS ANGELES



The list
that grows Masland
and grows Monarch
and grows: Monticello
Aldon Noxon
Barwick Painter
Beattie Patcraft
Berven Philadelphia
Cabin Crafts Porter
Carolina Roxbury
Chatham Carpet SeqiH^h 
Chickamauga Summitcrest 
Commercial Sweetwater
Dan River Thomas Pride
Evans-Black World
Gulistan WundaWeve
Hollytex and others.
Laurekrest 
Lees 
Loomtex 
Magee

Mand

Just about everyone is joining the growing 
list of Poly Bac users. Poly Bac. the original 
primary backing woven of pt^lypropylenc yarn.

It’s growing fast enough for 
everyone’s own good.

A product of
Patchogue Plymouth Co.
First and largest manufacturer 
of synthetic backings.

Circle No. 23 on product card facing P. 106

Circle No. 24 on product card facing P. 106



Contact your Orcco distributor

SUN & SHADE
OUTDOOR-INDOOR CARPET

with Orcco

100% HERCULON pile
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If
in the AUcnto 
Public School 
loses more than 10% 
surface fiber in 3 years, 
we’ll replace it.

Li

e
s

(

Anddiafsa 
guarantee;^^!^

'J"
4
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This is all the Time we’ve taken.

38 CONTRACT
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Hmg Hospital j . ' office reception area
Kses more than lO*?/ loses mtire tfaaiBfcP^’
surface fiber in 3 years, surface fiber in 3 I surface fiber in 3 years,

we’ll replace it. / | we’ll replace it.

'SSSSs

Ini©p^ AanlO%

we’ll replace it.

And that’s a 
guarantee.

And that’s a 
guarantee.

And that’s a 
guarantee.

DECEMBER 29,1997DECEMBER 15,1967CCCEMBER 1.1967

IT Ik'S

L _ - -li You’re looking at just 6 of the 12 full-color ads that will tell the right 
people the right thing: Allied Chemical is the only fiber producer to give a 
3-year guarantee.., any carpet of A.C.EI“ nylon is guaranteed against as little 
as 10% pile surface loss. This guarantee covers any commercial installation (all 12 
ads will illustrate actual in-operation application like restaurants, schools, clubs, 
supermarkets—every, and all, high-traffic areas). We intend to hit the people (your 
client) who should know about our A.C.E. 3-year guarantee program. There is no
other program like this anywhere.

And we’re taking the time to tell you beforehand because we anticipate
action from our program. It's that unique; it's that important.

We think you'll want to take the time to send for more information 
about ALLIED CHEMICAL A.C.E. PROGRAM. It’ll be that important to you.

“This Carpet is guaranteed by Fibers Division, Allied ♦ To find out more about A.C.E., the specially engi- 
Chemical Corporation, against excessive surface wear for • neered nylon for commercial carpets, send this cou- 
three years when properly installed and maintained. The ♦ to Allied Chemical Corpo^tion, Dept. A.C. E..
guarantee will cover surface wear to the extent of loss I ^ quare.................... 1

of more than 10% (per square yard) of pile fiber.
If the carpet fails to perform as guaranteed, it 
will he replaced at our expense upon request of 
the customer. The guarantee does not cover 
tears, burns, pulls, cuts or damage due to im
proper cleaning agents or methods.

I ltd
hemical

A.I Name.

c. Firm.

E-l Address.

Occupation—

Type of Installation.

NVL.ON
IM. A.C.C.
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The sun can't hurt They say Omar Khayyam 
never had to use his J. R. Clark S-year guarantee'.ff

A patio, poolside or reception area adorned with 
Clark casuals—Rid-Jid or Ames Aire—is an attrac
tive sight. And when It rains or salt spray blows, 
wouldn't it be nice to know your customers can 
leave them out?

Write for full-color brochures on both of these guaranteed 
dark collections. Or see Clark casuals for yourself. We're a mem
ber of the Contract Manufacturers Center Association, with 
permanent display space. 1174, Merchandise Mart. Chicago. 
Other permanent displays at: American Furniture Mart. Chicago: 
One Park Avenue, New York; Dallas Home Furnishings Mart; 
Western Furniture Mart, San Francisco; or the Los Angeles Home 
Furnishings Mart.

Had your fill of troublesome casuals? Then make 
things carefree, with casuals by Clark.

This casual furniture is beautiful, too. Only it's a 
beauty that doesrt't disappear after a few months 
of use.

In fact, they're guaranteed to stay beautiful... to 
resist rust, stains, fading ... for five years or longer.

Take the finish. It's not painted on. Nor pressed on. 
Instead, the tubular steel is generously zinc-plated, 
chromated, epoxy-treated, then a high quality enamel 
finish is baked on.

The cords won't stretch. They are hand wrapped; 
carefully, painstakingly placed in position one strand 
at a time. And guaranteed against staining, fading. 
Even the hardware is guaranteed against rust. The J. R. Clark Company

Spring Park, Minnesota 55384Ti»or>.i>*Kf or THE s. K, cURK cOHrAHV'■RI0.JID"9AND "AMES AIM"
COFFEE TABLES • UMBRELLA TABLES • PEDESTAL TABLES » SETTEES • SERVING CARTSARM CHAIRS • OCCASIONAL CHAIRS • STACKING CHAIRS • CHAISES • SUN LOUNGERS •

Circle No. 28 on product card facing P. 106
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EXHIBITORS TO DATE
Adamo Galleria 
Aldon/Contract Carpet 
Allied Chemical 
American Cyanamid 
American Mat 
Belgian Government 
Berkshire Hathaway 
Bigelow-Sanford 
Borden Chemical Co. 

(Columbus Coated 
Fabrics Div.)

Brody Seating 
Brown-Jordan 
Browne-Morse 
Brunswick Corp.
Buckstaff Co.
Burke Div., Brunswick Corp.
Burwood
Cabin-Crafts
Callaway Mills
Carnegie Textiles
Carolina Forge
L. E. Carpenter
Cavrok
Celanese Fibers 
Charlton
Chicago Hardware 
Children's Workbench 
Commercial Carpet 
Connoisseur Wallcovering 
Contract Magazine 
Creative Metal 
Crown Products 
Crown Rubber 
Customwood 
Design-Tex 
Dimensional Plastics 
Dow Badische 
Downs Carpet 
duCor
Dylan Carpet 
Excel 
Fiberesin 
Edward Fields 
Fima
Fixtures Mfg.
Ford Fabrics
Formica
General Tire
Georgia-Pacific
Goodall Fabrics
B. F. Goodrich
Hercules
Hillside House
Howe Folding Furniture
Howell Co.
Hunt Country Furniture 
I.V. Chair 
Interchemical 
International Crating 
Jackson China 
Jansko

Kirsch
H. W. Knight 
Jack Lenor Larsen 
La Barge Mirrors 
La Casa 
La Chaise
Lava-Simplex-Scribe 
Lawrence Metals 
M. H. Lazarus 
Levelor Lorentzen 
Lewittes Furniture 
Luxo Lamp 
3M Co.
Maharam
Karl Mann Associates
Masland Duraleather
Charles Mayer Studios
Medallion
Menell
Middletown
Mitten Letters
Mohasco
Molia
Monsanto
No-Sag Spring
Parkwood Laminates
Patterson Furniture
Pioneer Plastics
Porter Carpet
Protasil
Replogle Globes 
Rockland Industries 
Royalmetal 
Rugcrofters 
Seamloc-Loma Loom 
James Seeman Studios 
Shenango Ceramics 
Siesta
Simpson Bosworth 
Stacor
Stanley Furniture 
Stauffer Chemical 
Sunburst Aluminum 
Sure-Fit Products 
Syracuse China 
Techfab
Telescope Folding Furn
Trend Mills
Tropitone Furniture
Uniline
United Chair
U-S. Plywood
VSoske
Valtronic
Virco
Virtue of California 
Vogue Rattan 
Wall Tube & Metal 
Williams Office Furn 
Lee L. Woodard 
Wunda Weve

Manufacturers 
turn on sales
at

Contract '68
Buyers Attend
CONTRACT ’67 was toured by thou
sands of architects, contract designers, 
specifiers, furnishers, space planners, 
school, college and university adminis
trators, government purchasing person
nel, and volume commercial/institu
tional buyers.
A greatly increased CONTRACT ’68 
attendance will be stimulated by an 
expanded, provocative seminar pro
gram, a dynamic audience promotion 
campaign, the success of CONTRACT 
’67, and a substantial increase in the 
number and variety of echibits.

doubling and tripling their exhibit 
space in CONTRACT ’68.

National Marketplace
Leading manufacturers from all over 
the nation (see list at right) and the 
Belgian Government have already re
served their exhibit space. These ex
hibitors and many others will show 
their contract lines to buyers from 
virtually every state.

Resen'c Your Space Now
CON'TRACT ’68 will be the major mer
chandising event of 1968. By reserving 
your exhibit space today, you can guar
antee yourself an advantageous booth 
location to see and sell the key people 
who specify and buy millions of dollars 
of commercial/institutional products 
yearly.

Exhibitors Sell
On-the-spot sales and long lists of im
pressive contacts were reported by 
CONTRACT ’67 exhibitors, many of 
whom wrote enough business to justify

Contract ’68
New York Coliseum 
June 4-6,1968
the national show and convention 
sponsored by CONTRACT Magazine

For space reservations, information: Jerry Brown, National 
Expositions Co., Inc., 14 West 40th St., N.Y., N.Y. 212/564-8714

Circle No. 29 on product cord facing P. 1D6
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J & J BROOK DESIGN

BOX 248 / MONTOURSVILLE, PENNA. 17754-717-368-2424JOHN SAVOY & SON INC.
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Arthur J. Arthur likes our wall coverings.
They called him a perfectionist but Art stood his 
ground: only Vin-L-Fab would do for the walls of 
the new public library. "At the price you're paying 
you don’t deserve it.” he told the library board of 
trustees, “but you’re getting a wall covering every 
bit as tough as it is good-looking.” Today, the trustees 
call Vin-L-Fab the greatest thing since the Dewey 
Decimal System.

Laminating Services offers the broadest spectrum 
of wall coverings of any manufacturer, without ex
ception, Vin-L-Fab alone lets you .select from hun
dreds of colors, patterns and textures, in grades to 
fit every price need. Vin-L-Fab "22” is a solid vinyl, 
that includes stripes in widths you specify.

Others include Pliant Wood, a genuine wood veneer 
in over 50 species, bonded to fabric backing for stun
ning matched-grain effects . . . the prestige of real 
woven cloth in Wovan . . . and lush nylon-flock€^ 
Vin-L-Suede.

When it’s wall coverings, no other manufacturer 
can do so much for you.

Write today for complete details in Brochure 
No. 100 CM.

SEE US IN SWEETS

LAMINATING SERVICES, INC.
4700 Robards Lane, Louisville, Ky. 40218

V-
■» *- %

A .•a

Vv.r*

hOne of over a ttiousand patterns and colors

Distributor Showrooms: Clark & Burchfield. Inc., Los Angeles, Dan Rumsey Assoc,, San Francisco, Mateer L Company. Inc.. Atlanta. Southern Bistributors, 
Chicago. The Nahan Company. New Orleans. Laue Brothers. Inc.. New York. Otto Coerver Company. Dallas. Potomac Wallcoverings. Silver Springs. Md.
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CHANNEL-SHIPED GLASS
Creating the aesthetic effect of 
bold vertical lines unencum
bered by glazing members 
allows the designer to capitalize 
on the many desirable properties 
of glass in areas where hereto
fore its use was considered im
practical. Manufactured in stand
ard stock lengths of 8, 10. and 
12 ft., its installation is now 
facilitated thru the development 
of anodized aluminum sections 
that are as utilitarian as they are 
beautiful.

Handsome translucent channels of PROFILITE glass 
achieve clean, functional modern design in 

First National Bank Building, Atlanta, Ga.

/ntnrior Designer: Eleanor LeMaire, New York, N. Y. 
Partitions by: Womack & Sons, Atlanta, Ga. 

Glazed by: PPG Industries, Atlanta, Ga.

NEW simpiiiieN soapiig Moulding srsieni Enhances Praciicaiiir oi pnoEiiiTE
DOUBLE-GLAZING
SYSTEM

nJ
SINGLE-GLAZING

SYSTEM
r

9✓ I

II' {Cab4 X- » i -
I/'

suioesaojiMM. Send today for new 
PROFILITE Installation 
Guide.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica Street • St. Louis, Missouri 63147 

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA 
LARGEST DOMESTIC MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS

Circle No. 31 on product card facing P. 106
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expert interior designer. 

You must see them all to 
apj)reciale their infinite 

L decorative versatility, i
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SAMPLE BOOKS NOW AVAILABLE/order yours from your nearest source
orriCE « FACTCWV 4000 CHEVY CHASE DR.. LC» ANGELES. CA. 90039
EASTEHN anAitCM « WAREHOUSE 1240 HURON RD.. CLEVELAND. O. 4411S
VAN LUIT SHOWROOMS NEW YORK / D40 BUILDING . . «-0'^C»NO / 1240 HUWN RO.
CHICAGO / MERCHANDISE MART ... LOS AWGELES/100 S. ROBERTSON BLVD.
VAN LUIT DISTRIBUTORS SOUTHEAST / OWOSKIN. INC. NORTHWEST / ''^^'-LPAPEF^ INC.
TEXAS / ROY JACOBS CO. HAWAII / BORLAND TEXTILES HONG KONG / CHARLOTTE HORSTMANN. LTD.



What have you been using 
forcarpetcushion?

We’ve been using natural rubber.
That’s why B.F.Goodrich sponge rubber 

carpet cushion is soft, but not mushy.
If you’ve been using mushy cushion, 

you know what’s wrong. It causes restretching, 
matter how solid the backing of a carpet is. 

And restretching causes callbacks. And call
backs cause grief.

Natural rubber is also why BFG cushion 
won’t ever flatten out or lose its bounce. And

no

why it won’t mildew or rot. And why it won’t 
turn into a hotel for bugs. And why it won’t 
make your client sneeze if she’s allergic.

Natural rubber is why we can guar
antee our cushion the way we do, too. Not just 
for the life of a carpet, but without time limit. 
Unconditionally. This means you or your 
client can complain to us 50 years from now 
or 500 years from now. If you can ever find 
a reason to.

We make eight different kinds of 
natural rubber cushion for residential and 
commercial use, in eight different price ranges. 
We make Rug-Grip*’, too. It keeps people 
from slipping on area rugs.

Next lime you use a sponge carpet 
cushion, don’t get mushy. Get natural rubber 
cushion, made only by B.F.Goodrich.

You’ll find it’s what you should have 
been using all along.

RF.Goodrich Consum-’iJ? 
er Products, Akron, 0.44318. ^

Circle No. 33 on product card facing P. 106
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The^aceTeam ( Introducing the oldest
member of the team: the
unique Hardwood House
free standing systems.

He’s been around the longest. He needs no support. This member of the Space Saving Team is com- 
He stands by himself. He mixes very nicely. He's pletely pre-engineered and finished at the factory, 
good looking, portable, completely adjustable, and A screw driver and level are the only tools necessary.

For further information about The Space Team, 
He has a big family (over 100 individual cab- write: Hardwocd House, 10 St. James Street, 

inetsand shelves in three modules and two depths). ^?ochesfer. New York 14606.

won’t mar walls, floors or ceilings.

from Hardwood House.



Can you add to this list 
of items to treat

with Du Pontflame retardant?

1111U U UVVVUUUUVi uUVu
tA/addUuj

ueck -fkluc^

GktidJ

Items made from natural fibers or 
rayon can be made fire retardant 
with Du PontX-12rFabrics. 
paper, waddingand other 
materials treated with '*X-12" will 
not burn after the source of flame 
is removed. They will be self
extinguishing, with no afterglow.

“X-12" causes virtually no 
change in appearance, shade, color 
or lightfastness. Hand and feel are 
unchanged. And there is no crock
ing or blooming. Only fire can tel I 
the difference.

Long-term effectiveness is 
another “X-12” advantage. An 
”X-12” treatment provides pro
tection until the flame retardant is 
removed by wash i ng or other 
means. But “X-12” can be easily 
reapplied since it is a renewable 
flame retardant.

For flame retardancy on any of 
the items listed—and possibly on 
other materials you may thinkof 
—specify Du Pont “X-12." For 
more information, mail the 
coupon todav-
•Du Pom TrademarK

SpUadi VAinjoendi-

cffd ImkLruj

. ^IjJovC

U^ilcOiVUI fjtMiAlQ

Sitf) CcflWiJ 

PaMcnu 
^oMl cJbftliA'

•Jt'uutT

So^ ociWiA-

pjU^iXcfliruj

UJcJJt
r“'

Du Pont Company, Room 5348 
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
□ I am interested in taiking to an 

“X-12" applicator.

□ I am interested in flame 
retardancy *r»r

□ Please send information on how 
to apply "X-12."

f/tUAr

Name.

Title.

Company.

Street.

State __ Zipaty.

Telephone.

Li

•i« u m B*T o"

Better things for better living.. .through chemistry

Circle No. 35 on product card (acing P. 106
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SHOWROOMS:
Lot Angeles — Raub & Robinson. Inc-, 1608 East IStti St. 
New Yoih — )dco.. 16 East S3 St., 7th Floor 
Fort Worth — L. N. McDeniel ft Son, 420 S. Ballinger 
Cliicago — Jofco, Space 1109 Merchandise MartMay we send you brochures on

contemporary, traditional and ultramodern wood office furniture?

Itept. ftT2, Jasper. Indiana

Circle No, 37 on product card facing P. 106
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LEASING TROUBLES? THE SOLUTION: TIRADOR! 
Cohyde’s new contract vinyl wall covering

Inlerchem's Cohyde vinyl wall coverings are designed 
specifically for the contract market. They are versatile 
as well as beautiful. They are durable and easily main
tained. Cohyde's iow installation cost makes it idealiy 
suited for original and re-furbishment installations.

Contract specifiers find the new Tirador 
cork pattern just right for offices, foyers 
and corridors.* They find its eye-catching 
elegance just what the builder needs in

infiuencing a rental or sale. Tirador eliminates 
forever the need of repainting, repapering, or 
re-anything. Avaiiable in 11 different colors, 
Tirador coordinates beautifully with Cohyde's vinyi 
upholstery fabrics. We’d like to send you a sample 

swatch of Tirador. along with our color 
brochure featuring other contract- 
oriented patterns. Write us today, Most 
Cohyde patterns are available with Tedlar,

Interchem
Coaced Fabrics

INTERCHEMICAL CORPORATION. COATED FABRICS DIVISION, TOLEDO, OHIO 43601

*U,'L rated, wilii physical properties that eaual or eccecd FcBoral spi'UiiCvi;



CUT YOURSELF 
A SLICE OF 
COLOR HARMONY

Write today for your free, sample Inverness color 
strips. Ten wonderfully compatible colors that offer an 
almost endless variety of pattern and color combinations. 
Write to Stauffer Chemical Company, Plastics Division, 
Newburgh, New York 12550.

We’ll provide the mix ’n match pattern and colors. 
In new Inverness, the breathable Fabrilite*^ vinyl 
upholstery that brings a new look to commercial fur
niture.

Just cut swatches from strips of coordinated colors ... 
mix ’n match ’em with the basic Inverness tweed pattern 
on chair seat, arms and back as pleases you. Each color 
is numbered repeatedly on the back. Use swatch num
bers when you order.

STAUFFER CHEMICALS... at work everywhere

Circle No. 39 on product card facing P. 106
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SEqyQYAH
CARPET MILLS

introduces the new ''Andrew Carnegie 
carpet of Zefkrome E.S.P." 

lor a great public appearance

ff

Zefkrome acrylic, Engineered for Superior
Performance, creates the impressive new
carpet for public places. The innovations in 
beauty and wear are unique to Zefkrome.
Color: multichromes, a new concept
developed for greater clarity and variety. 
Durability: Zefkrome has wear tests behind
it of 2 million footsteps, equal to 54 years.
It is stronger than other acrylics by as
much as 50®/o.
Superior color retention: the color in 
Zefkrome lasts, and it's safe in sunlight, be

lt's locked in when the fiber is made.cause
Superior cleanability: “Andrew Carnegie
carpeting returns to its original appearance 
after on-location cleaning better than any
other acrylic carpet.
Dirt resistance: Zefkrome is a circular

section acrylic fiber that doesn’t holdcross
soil the way other acrylics do.The new 
Sequoyah carpet is also moth and mildew 
proof. Everything about it adds up to quality.
Please address all inquiries to:
Chuck Purcell, Sequoyah Mills
Anadarko. Oklahoma

*Dow Badische Zefkrome E.S.P.
Engineered for Superior
Performance
ZBfkromen is a trademark of Cow Badische Company

Specifications.

r
% Zefkrome acrylic, 30*/« modacrylic.

1/S gauge (Pitch rate .216) 
8 1/4 tufts per inch

availeble in 12' and 15' widths
Colors Natural (1). Avocado (6),

Red (7), Burmah Gold (8). 
Aqua (11), Lime (26)



Why cut two 
when one will do?

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY "GEMINI 
with ESTRON®"SLR"acetate

ft

You save workroom costs and give clients a finer 
drapery for the money with self-lined "Gemini." It’s a 

luxurious, gracefully draping antique satin of 
Estron "SLR” acetate and rayon. Woven with rich 

color on the room-side.. .dazzling white on 
the street-side. Estron "SLR” is an improved 

dull acetate that gives the desired opacity 
and is remarkably resistant to

sun deterioration.

Eastman
Fibers

Kodak

^‘^MAi^TH'EmclLTMDlcfsTI  ̂ Kodak Compar.;. 2M MAdIsON AVENUt. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10016. Estron is the trademark (orEaslmart acetate l.ber,
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If you think patterns look wild on women 
wait’ll you see them on Ozite’s newest carpet.

J

New Ozite Futuristic . . , the kind of exciting idea you'd 
expect from the creators of outdoor-indoor carpet.

Futuristic carpet for indoor use ... a totally new commercial 
and residential floor covering that gives you just about 
every plus in the book. Dramatic new patterns . . . ranging 
from the bold and brilliant to the soft and subtle. And every
thing in-between. Fresh, clear colors. Rugged commercial 
carpet quality, with a high density foam rubber back built- 
in for extra plushness. Easy to install. A snap to maintain.
Futuristic . , , an inspired combination of Ozite's Needlebond 
manufacturing process and the ultimate in color and design 
techniques, All at a fraction of what you’d expect to pay.

Mail in the coupon and discover why your carpet installations 
should follow a different pattern, Ozite's Futuristic.

nOZITE CORPORATION Dept. CM.
7-120 Merchandise Mart • Chicaoo, Illinois 60654

Please send me complete information on new Futuristic carpet 
by Ozite.

N.imo.

Title.

Address.

City.

State. .Zip Code.
L

Futuristic carpet by
'•Oi'lp IS the e«:1u*iire tiademark ol the Oyit* Co-p., “ ‘ Dress by Rudi Gernreich available at Splendiferous. Shoes by Capezio.Ma^t, Chic«Qo* Itimota.

Circle No. 42 on product card facing P. 106
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The perfect room mate!
A Troy System ’70 Wardrobe.
Spacious—24" depth. Widths to 48". Heights to 92".
Rugged—High pressure laminated panels secured in sturdy steel frames. 
Handsome—Warm, glowing wood grains and solid colors.
Versatile—Variety of standard models to meet your particular needs.

Let us send you complete information on this and other perfect room 
mates of System '70 Dormitory Furniture... desks/chests/study carrels 
chairs/tables/wardrobes/headboards. The Troy Sunshade Company, 
Division of the Hobart Manufacturing Company, Troy. Ohio 45373.

Designed by Herbert C. Seiger, A.f.D.



NEW!Strength—with Flair!

■ Fine steel office furniture of the past never had such a hushed sound. Or such 
sturdiness, such trim lines. It took Lyon—veteran perfectionists in steel equipment 
—to do it.

We made the desk top the main structural member from which all other parts 
stem. Used two layers of steel, the lower half fully ribbed for extra strength. Back 
panels are double wall type, with honeycomb filler for complete soundproofing. 
Pedestals are continuously welded tubular structures which gird the front open
ing. Fully sound-proofed. And our exclusive '‘lock-in-top" feature controls all 
drawers, provides for interchangeability of pedestals.

Careful sculpturing looks less massive, adds leg room. Double-walled drawers 
have vinyl glides and rubber bumpers for added serenity. And to top it all off, 
there's a choice of 9 lustrous 100% acrylic finishes that will last with the furniture.

For the ultimate in quality at attractive prices, see your Lyon office furniture 
dealer. Ask him to demonstrate the “unprecedented 7*" Lyon advantages.

LYON
takes
the sameness 
out of 
steel 
furniture

•P*lCfits Penain®

LYON METAL PRODUCTS. INC.
1232 Monroe Avenue, Aurora, Illinois 60507

QQSIBI OFFICE
FURNITURE

D Send my free copy of your full color Brochure 

□ I'd like the name of my nearest dealer

Name.

Address.

Showrooms: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles .State.City. •Zip.

Circle No. 44 on prcduct card facing P. 106
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uaker Fabric Corp. stepped into the 21st Century to create 
the Astro Group, They're marvelously modern tweeds of Celanese Acetote blended with rayon 

and nylon. And they give upholstery vibrant colors. Sensuous texture. Rich beauty. 
Colors range from bold blue to unbashful beige. And not a ho-hum, hum-drum fabric in the lot. 

Contoct Quoker Fabric Corp., 205 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. or in Los Angeles, 
Chicago, Dallas and High Point. Available through upholstery jobbers in your area.

CETATEELANESE
Add 0 fiber Irom Celonese ond good things get better.

Celanese*

Circle No. 45 on product card facing P. 106
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...the engineered generation 
of vinyl wall covering.
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genon,...the professional wall covering, 
computer-engineered for superlative quality

...easy specification...over 600 
professionally researched colors and effects.

See how we’ve programmed 
gerxxi Star Dust - 55 colors that give you 

the widest selection in the industry.

&

>
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e
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2-46-F2 Carnation2-46-09 Muihroom2-46-45 Saddle2-46-C2 SunstTine2-46-A9 Baybarry -

2-46-E4 -SheH Pirvk 2-46-F3 Papnka2-46-06 Butterscotch2-46-C5 Bamboo2-46-B1 Lemon Ice
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2-46-04 Woodrote2-4Q-E7 Dawn2-46-47 Natural2-46-01 Glow2-46-B8 Grey Olive
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■ 2-46-H3 Flame2-46-48 CoffeeCream ■ 2-46-E8 Rote Beige.2-46-04 Wory2-46-BO Goki

2-46-C7 Putty



genon^... a professional tool 
for the trade. We studied 
your problems from all per
spectives. And programmed 
a solution of real worth to 
the specifier, concentrating 
on professional contract in
teriors needs, offering a 
wide new freedom of es
thetic choice.

OVER 600 COLORS AND 
EFFECTS ... In addition to 
Star Dust, you can specify 
from over 600 other pro
fessionally-programmed 
colors and effects: Tweeds

and Linens, Silks and Dam- heaviest institutional and 
asks, Grasses and Reeds, commercial traffic, yet 
Stones and Marbles... appropriate for the most 
Wood, Cord, Leather, Spe
cial Designs. Plus a stun
ning collection of contem
porary effects—all practical, 
all usable, all thoroughly 
professional.
NEW MATERIAL EXCELLENCE 
... All the extensive vinyl 
experience and capabilities 
of General Tire are syn
thesized ingenon. Result: 
a wall covering engineered 
to survive and surmount

sophisticated decor. New 
genon is scuff, abrasion, 
stain and mildew resistant
— will not chip or crack — 
meets all government spe
cifications. Soap and water 
easily renews its freshness, 
and genon will not support 
the growth of staphylococci. 
You can specify genon In 
Types I, II or III (15 to 36 oz. 
weights) In 53/54 inch 
width. Available in special 
Tedlar* finish upon order.

/I
V‘

2-46-04 Iceberg 2-46-S5 Tropic Waters 2-46-Y5 Jasper Green

2-46-13 Crimson . 2-46-P5 Horizon 2-46-V4 Wint 2-46-Y7 Cetadon

!., 2-46-K4 Lavender Mist 2-46-P6 Cerulean * 2-46-V7 Seafoam

2-46-H.4 Blue Lilac -

2-4S-N6 Co|Mn Blue _ 2-46-Q6 TurQuoise 46-W5 Almond 2-46-Z3 Silver

2-46T^7 Powder Blue

•DuPont T.M.



genon^ just begins with star dust
genon designs.
CELEBRITY 
marbleized foil
INTERPLAY 
random-weave linen
AUTHENTIC 
WOODGRAINS 
Diplomat Walnut 
Prize Pecan 
Royal Teak 
Cherry
RANDOM PLANK 
WOODGRAINS 
Planked Prize Pecan 
Planked Royal Teak 
Planked Cherry

Your most rigid contract demands can be met from this professional lineup of

MOONSTONE 
eroded stone 
TERRAIN
unusual mock stone 
TRAVERTINO 
exciting travertine 
SPANISH QUARRY 
exotic Spanish travertine 
ROMANZA 
formal flocked damask 
CLASSIC DADO 
fine crushed leather 
PARQUET CORK 
multi toned geometric
KALEIDOSCOPE 
large shimmering facets

REGENCY 
flocked silk stripe
COLONNADE 
tailored wood planking
HAWAII 
basic straw
TIKI GRASS 
small-scale grass cloth
IMPERIAL GRASS 
large-scale grass cloth
TRELLIS
classic cane reproduction
SAND STIPPLE 
a fine scale texture

TAC TWEED 
flecked tweed 
HOPSACK 
plain linen 
CROSSROADS 
linen-like mesh 
BURLAP
authentic reproduction
CONQUEST
large box-weave
CATHAY SILK 
basic silk duplication 
MANDARIN SILK 
luxurious toned silk

SEND FOR YOUR geOOn SAMPLE BOOK...
Write today on your letterhead. You'll find this compactly arranged collection the handiest item in your working file.
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TIRE CONTRACT GROUP
D & D Bldg., 979 Third Ave.. New York. N Y. 10022



Antron* 
the carpet fiber
for high traffic 
areas Be it a hall, a lobby or a busy office you can't beat 

carpets made with pile of “Antron”, the soil-hiding nylon.
In similar carpel constructions, '‘Antron” nylon is 

the carpet liber that keeps its new look longer than any 
other liber.

“Antron” has been structured for precise control of 
reflected, absorbed and transmitted light. This control 
of light dramatically reduces the appearance of soil on 
the carpet.

What does all this mean to you? Carpets that keep 
the total appearance of any interior at its highest.

.And, because “Antron" is the unique soil-hiding 
fiber, it mains lower muintenance costs and less frequent 
commercial cleaning. In short, “Antron” delivers a long
term investment saving. An important fact to the cost- 
conscious client.

“Antron” sounds like a lot. And it is. Recently, over 
57,000 square yards of carpeting of “Antron" was 
specified for one building. Reportedly one of the largest 
fully carpeted office buildings in the country. “Antron” 
was chosen on the basis of soil hiding, appearance re
tention and wear tests.

Impressed? You should be. Specify ALDON's 
Spearhead on your next job. We're sure you'll be con
vinced “Antron” is the optimal carpet fiber for high 
traffic areas.

If you’d like to learn more about “Antron” and 
Du Font's other fibers for contract carpeting, a fact-filled 
brochure is yours for the asking. Address request to:

Contract Specialist
Carpel Marketing Croup
E. I. DU Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc. )
30S East Lancaster Avenue
Wynnewood. Pennsylvania 191)96

• Reg. U.S. Pat. Oil. loi Du Pont nylon fiber. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets

Better things for better living 

through chemistrymmCircle No. 51 on product card facing P. 106

67Circle No. 50 on product card facing P. 106





CONTRACT
lirccnibfi- liK>7

GRAPHICS ARE BUT THREE AREASFACADES, FURNISHINGS, AND
RESPONSIBILITY IN A TOTAL DESIGN CONCEPT DEVELOPED BY

FIRM
OF

DESIGNINTERIOR AND INDUSTRIALTHIS INNOVATIVE

By Irving Leos

terinr sj»ace must fulfill—what opera- 
ticms must bo performed in the space, 
the arranfremenl of equipment for op
timum work flow, providing for mate
ria! handling, communications, traf
fic. departmental locatitms. and pro
jected growl 1^.

“Interior Design. Growing out of 
the physical and pragmatic constants 
estahli.shed in the space planning 

interior design brings the 
human factors to bear, aiming for 
that compound of comfort, esthetic 
appeal, stimulation, and agreeableness 
in the environment which, consonant 
with the tiwner’s philosophy and eco- 

and col’- iiomic interests, will result in opti-
The Earl mum efficiency. The interior design

phase is where the needs and value.s 
and <if the people using the space are 

harmonized with that space's func- 
enabled tional imperatives.

“We are involved with the total en
tity the interior, the exterior and the 

Harley H. Melzian.landscape.” says 
executive vice-president, Ford &. Earl 

Inc., Warren.Associates.Design
Mich. “W'e believe this total design
approach will become the rule, replac
ing the fragmentation of design into
specialities.”

Assuming this is the shape of the 
design organization to come. Ford & phase, 
Earl got off to an early start in ItMM. 
when W. R. Ford Design Associates 
merged with Harley Earl Associates 
to form the pre.sent organization. The 
Ford group’s forte had been space 
planning, interior design, 
porate identity graphics, 
team had distinguished itself in the 
design of products, packaging.
exhibits.

Accordingly, the merger 
the firm to orchestrate the full gamut 
of design factors: space planning, in
terior design, furnishings, fi.xtiires.

logo-

All data charted
"Space planning begins with the in- 
deplh orientation to the architect’s 
programming. The client’s perspec
tives t)n bis bi'sine.'ss operation are 
then tietailed via exhaustive ques
tionnaires. In addition, data assem
bled by department heads from their 
personnel are supplemented with spot 
interviews conducted by our space 
lilaniiers. All this is tabulated and set 
up in either chart or graph form.

"These vi.iual aids point up special 
departmental requirements, develop
ing patterns of departmental rela
tions. compar
ative volumes—in 
j)er.sr»nfjel and in 
material traffic, high and low growth 
rate projections, etc. Block plans, 
either on a modular or a 
s(piare-fi)ot ba.sis, incorporate 
work station and space stand
ards devebjped from the tabulated in
formation. In the case of multi-story 
buildings, the block 
plans ai’e expanded 
to include .stratifica
tion studies. These outline a building 
profile, presenting our 
htirizontal and vertical structuring of 
the business itperation in terms of

finishes', graphics—signing, 
types, stationery, packaging; 
product design, as well. (Including 
the .small but significant details—for 
the Cabaret La Boheme, j)osh night

and

spot atop Detroit’s sparkling new 
Hotel Pontchartrain, Ford & Earl 
even created an arty four-color wine 
list, by w'ay of implementing their 
image-conception. I

Emphasis on human beings
Lounge.s, letterhead.s. lighting—these 
are things. Ford & Earl’s is a strong 
voice in the choir of design pro
fessionals intoning the pHramount 
position of the human being in their 
planning. W. B. Ford, II, chairman, 
spells this out as he outlines his com
pany’s approach:

“Fostering the identity of the in
dividual. confronted as he is with the 
growing depersonalization of an elec
tronic business world, is the supreme 
c* ncern guiding Ford & Earl Design 
Associates in its office environment 
work, W’e organize such assignments 
under two headings:

“Space Planning. This encompa.'Ases 
the functional requirements the in-

TOTAL DESIGN

IMPACT BY

rec(*mmended
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Northwestern National
Ufa insurance Co.. Minneapolis

Ford & Earl based the /irm's logo
on the majestic Gothic arch used
by architect Yamasaki & Associ
ates in designing Northwestern's
6-story building. F&E created

richiuxnrions settings. using
materials, such as the tcood pan
eled walls in the board room
(right) and the diamond-pat
terned panel in the auditorium
(below). Frontispiece (page 68)

of the president's oj-ts a view
/ice, located on the top floor. The
unusual window design results
from exterior column arches.

Pkotot (except nottd}: Balikoittr K^ruh

FORD & EARL

phabetical order, are comfort, eco-interior design“We begin 
thinking after assimilating two 
points of view—the architect’s and 
the client’s. We must understand the

communications, flow of material, and 
future growth. The final elaboration 
of the approved block plans is the de
tailing of equipment layouts, parti
tions, furniture and the like.

Design input starts early

“Since the amount and kind of space 
available is an essential factor in the 
interior design concept, interior de
sign input begins perforce before 
space planning is completed. Indeed, 
the final floor plans incorporate space 
configurations delimited by the in
terior design.

nomics, esthetics, and function. Here 
is where we get down to such
specifics as interior architectural ma
terials and finishes, lighting, acous
tics, partitions, furniture, accessories, 
art and building graphics. Here also 
is where our comprehensive design 
approach comes into play, to fulfill 
the new corporate personality em
bodied in the new offices, via the 
designing of signage, stationery, 
trucks, uniforms and the like of cor
porate graphics.

“We strive for variety within a

architect’s design philosophy for the 
building, in order to achieve an appro
priate and effective interior design 
concept. The exception, one to test 
the courage of our convictions, would 
be a deficient architectural concept. 
In such a case, we would have to 
emphasize effectiveness, even if at 
the expense of harmony with the 
architecture.

“The dient’.s main concerns, in al-
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The Information Spectrum Exhibit.

RCA, New York City

One of Ford & Earl's special
ties is risuol communications.
exemplified in this neu'' RCA
ciivibit located at the firm's
exhibition hall in Rockefeller

Center. The display concept
relates RCA’s diversified prod-

cts and activities to today s
uinformation revolution and its

man’s life. Thisimpact on-
theme is expressed as a series

of graphic statements.

Phoios, couit9iy RCA

Moving forces behind the
rnnlti-faceted design firm:
Walter B. Ford II. chairman
(left): James M. Earl, presi-

I
dent faboi’e); Harleg H. Mel-

cxecutii'e vice presidentSian,frightf; C. Craig Paul, senior
president in charge ofrice

operations (far right).
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U.S. Slate Department,
International Conference Room, 
Washinston, O.C.

Brigfit royal blue upholstery, 
blue-gray carpet, white nak 
wood paneling striice stTony 
notes in tilts Jiuge room, tie- 
.ipite tniltal bureaucratic ob
jections to contemporary de
sign for the entire tiuildiny. 
T/ie room seals 400: F&E 
designed the fixed chairs.

Act IV Restaurant.
Detroit, Mich.

By lowering ceiling height.'! 
over the banquettes on the far 
right and over the band stand 
and bar cm the left, the main 
dtnitiy area is not only mode 
uisually interesting, but also 
reduces the impression of one 
huge room. Space is further 
delineated by the columns and 

sernire .statiotis.

FORD & EARL

"Fur the most part, when vve do a 
new building, we do new graphics 
too,” Melzian reports. “What better 
time to update a company’s total 
vi.sual look than when it is getting a 
new address and u new building? 
We’re usually involved with the sign
age in a new building, so complete 
corporate graphics are a logical step.” 

Becau.se the company is so diversi
fied. F&E strongly prefers w'orking 
with architect, landscape architect, and 
client from the earliest stages.

While James M. Earle, president.

Ford & Earl-dcsigned interiors 
usually exhibit characteristic traits in 
this connection: the use of warm 
colors and interesting textures and 
patterns in materials, to offset the 
slick hardness of office eqiiipmtmt 
and of some finish materials.

The diversified services offered by 
Ford & Earl may be a means of in
creasing business, but more im
portant to the client, they enable him 
to obtain a more thorough and con- 
sistant level of design, adding up to 
a total environmental result.

framework of consistency, when de- 
.signing the interior of .a single-occu
pancy building. Thi.s is in keeping 
with our emphasis on individuality, 
and it results in an environment 
which is congenial and lively, rather 
than one which is drably regimented 
and institutional.”

“It’s not a matter of ‘Here’s the 
room,’ ” says Melzian, following up 
Ford’s remarks. “It’s all too easy to 
get swept up in a formula—a cer
tain number of people in a certain 
size space.”
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Mictliean Consolidated
Gas Co.. Detroit

Built by architect Yamosaki
& Aasociatea u)ith whom F&E

a full - scalecollaborated.
hup of executive officesvwc

tested heating, sun glare, di-
jiicnaional stobility of draper
ies. caulking compounds. On
the image-making side. F&E
planned o;9^ices to reflect the
gas company’s clean, efficient.
economical product, ouoidiny
ostentation yet diaplaying the

attitudes.^rm’s progressive
The areas shown are presi
dent’s office (left), vice presi
dent’s office (upper left).
board room (upper, near left).

and part of the home services
section (above). F&E also de
vised fhe si/tnbo/ic logo (top).
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FORD & EARL

in space planning and interior design. 
As they continue to progress, they 
gradually move up to taking over an 
entire job. In the course of their 
work, they absorb the Ford & Earl 
orientation on such matters as the 
involvement with the architect, con
tractor and client, and the primacy 
of concern for the individuals who 
will work in the environment being 
created. (C)

E will make a move in this direction 
unless someone else does. He believes 
the need for good design is greater 
here than in the furniture area.

The Ford & Earl aggregation of 
roughly 50 includes apprentices, 
junior and senior draftsmen, junior 
and senior designers and principals. 
Newcomers are assigned to teams, 
and as they develop are given juris
diction over limited tasks, primarily

gives most of his attention to pack
aging and product design, he feels 
the firm should be more involved with 
the design of interior oriented prod
ucts.
in furniture today,” he observes, “but 
there is a lack of good design in 
lighting and ceiling systems, parti
tion systems, interior hardware, and 
office accessories.”

Regarding lighting, Earl feels F &

'There’s ample good design
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First Federal Savings
of Detroit
Ford & Earl** first step in a
new job is space planning: the

functioTUil and purposeful or-
rangement and relationship of
people and equipment. The
second is tHe interior design:
the emphasis on the needs ond

values of the inhabitants com
bined u?itK the clients philos

ophy and economic interests.
All this based on a detailed
orientation to the architect’s
programming and following
assimilation and organization
of client needs and methods
of operation. The procedure
worked successfully for First
Federal. Meticulously planned
door detailing (above left) is
typical of the extent of in
terior work, reflected again in
executive reception area (left),
president’s office (above), as
well as in the newly created

logo (top).



One of the important criteria for the 
design of a two-story, 3,600 square fool 
interior space that will accommodate 
350 persons at one time is that it can 
be evacuated in only 90 seconds.

Others are: that provision be made 
for feeding alJ of these persons hot, 
multi-course meals: design a free
standing bar and special cocktail 
lounges; incorporate a separate theater, 
a nursery and playroom for children: 
have walk-in closets; and include more 
than double the w’indow's you normally 
would have in a space this size. Also, 
include 13 lavatories on two floors.

Oh yes, one other important speci
fication. Make the whole thing fly at 
subsonic speeds!

JUMBO JET
TWA SURVEYED MORE THAN 200,000 AIR 

TRAVELERS FOR GUiOANCE {N DESIGNING 

AND FURNISHING ITS GIANT BOEING JET

CONTRACT76



The giaul Boeing 747 (top) iriU be obfe
and utilizeto opcTotc on prescTit runiroys 

c.•on1^e^ltio1ta^ mobile staircases. On the 
inside, there leill be a serpentine staircase 
(acrosspnge) lo s})ecial upper-deck 
compartments, plus a .spacious bor/lounye 

(lejt) near first class section,
Economy area (above) mill offer more 
comfortable and .spacious ttCcoTrtmodation.s.

age size” elephants (340 tons)—a sim
ple design change, like moving an elec
trical fixture from point A to point B, 

result in chain reaction ramifica-

TWA recently appointed Walter 
Dor%vin Teague Associates, Inc., to the 
design aspects of its version of the 747 
interiors, taking into account that com
pany's 21 year association with Boeing 
and the successful interior designs for 
the 707 in 1956 and the more recent 
727 and 737. WDTA’s d«.*sign program 

under the direction of Frank Del 
Giudice. executive vice president.

Bel^cmoth that the 747 is—it will be 
longer than three tennis courts laid 
end to end (231 feet), it has a wing 

that would reach from home

That is the interior design problem 
faced by engineers and designers of 
Trans World Airlines’ version of the 
Boeing 747, first of the so-called Jumbo 
Jets scheduled to go into service in 
1970, While few final interior design 
features have been frozen as yet, the 
designers are being guided by a survey 
of 200.000 veteran and infrequent air 
travelers, who have expressed their 
preferences of features they would like 

adopted by TWA. As a result

cantions. Bulkheads may have to be 
moved, wirmg of air conditioning out
lets shifted, or the basic structure of 
the fuselage changed.

In a word, the interior designer of 
this airplane lives with frustration and 
is married to compromise.

IS

Flexible interior schemes
In the basic 490 seat configuration de
veloped by Boeing, which has design 
elements flexible enough for providing 
interiors with fewer seats as desired by 
the individual airlines purcha.sing the

to see
the first decision was to design an in
terior that would accommodate only 
350 passengers in a comfortable and 
spacious environment, as against 490 

maximum density seal

spanplate to short centerfield in Yankee 
Stadium (195 feet), has a tail section 
that Ls a.s high as a six-story building 
(63 feet), and is as heavy as 84 “aver-pa.«sengers in a 

configuration.
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JUMBO JET

terior design is provision for a lounge 
area in the nose of the aircraft.

As for seating, TWA's 747 cabin will 
be more like a living room than an 
airliner’s passenger cabin. The ceiling 
height, for example, will be eight feet 
four inches, with a cabin as wide as 
the average living room is long, about 
20 feet.

tion of the window*. Tw’o other sources 
of light will be an indirect fixture 
running the length of the cabin and 
the usual reading lights.

R. "W. Rummel, vice president for 
planning and research, TWA, points 
out that “experienced air travelers 
tend to favor spaciousness over 
congestion, comfort over annoyance, 
and luxury over necessity.” Much of 
the design protocol, as a result of this, 
points to an accommodation of the 
veteran air traveler, with the qualifi
cation, however, that new air travel 
markets will demand economies that 
can lead to a sacrifice of luxury in the 
interest of reduced travel costs.

Nevertheless, results of TWA’s sur
vey were so overwhelmingly in favor 
of such amenities as standup bars and 
cocktail lounges that incorporation of 
these features is almost a certainty.

747, the same basic design objectives 
are being carried out by WDTA as in 
the 707: safety, maintainability, pro- 
ducibility, accessibility, and passenger 
appeal.

Basic to all models are five doors on 
each side of the aircraft measuring 42 
inches by 74 inches, permitting two 
passengers side by side to enter or 
evacuate the aircraft on double evac
uation chutes under emergency condi
tions. This maximum seating configur-

The tube squared

Since commercial aviation’s inception, 
passengers have visually contended 
with “tube-like” surroundings result
ing from curved walls of aircraft fuse
lages. With the 747, outer w’alls are 
nearly vertical, providing an interior 
design more like passengers encounter 
in the home and in public buildings.

“Color,” according to Del Giudice, 
“as a result of the size of the interior, 
will be introduced much like it would 
be in any large public room. We have 
much flexibility in this regard, since 
we do not have to contend with a 
tube.

Two aisles, instead of one, will ac
commodate traffic in the 747, contrib
uting to the easy traffic flow*. The

ation permits passengers In any seat 
to see a door at all times.

Since the overw'helming majority of 
survey respondents requested window 
seats, the problem of how to seat 350 

that maximum window ex-persons so 
posure is achieved resulted in several 
aircraft interior innovations. At Boe
ing, WDTA designers decided to in
stall galleys on the center line of the 
fuselage, instead of against cabin walls, 

is now the case on first generation 
jets, thus providing more window* 

Lavatories will be similarly

From theater to nursery
as Mockups of a business lounge and 

compartment for two have been com
pleted and the possibility of a separate 
movie theater and a special nursery are 
being actively considered. The same is 
true of the walk-in closets, the design 
and space allocation of w*hich w*ill have 
to be balanced w*ith overhead racks, 

TWA admits that it will be al-

space.treated. The lavs, galleys, and walk- 
in closets will account for 260 square-
feet of available space.

While windows on the 747 will be no 
larger than that on the 727 (12 inches 
by 14 inches), they will look bigger 
as the result of an architectural reveal 
and light fixture that provides in
direct. out-of-sight light that w*a^es 
the reveal and improves the propor

■ •since
most impossible to provide too much 
storage for coats and packages. 

Another apparent must in the in-

TWA
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TWA engineers are studying 
concepts of a. business lounge 
complete with telephone (ocrosa- 
page), a separate section for 
monies (center, left), and 
compartments for two (near left). 

Doorways (above) are extra 
wide, and five can be itsed at 
major airports to speed 
passenger entry and exit.

and we, consequently, are using honey
comb paneling, which consists of a 
Nomcx honeycomb core sandwiched 
between two thin sheets of Fiber^as, 
laminated to each side. On the fin
ished side, a Tedlar decorated surface 
will provide the decorative color. (Both

into the bigger seats and some will 
into making the seats wider at the 

shoulders. An extra half-inch will go 
into the arm rests.

aisles will be wider by 22 inches com- go 
pared to 16 to 18 inches in a current go 
jet Since 4.5 passengers per row will 
be using each aisle in the TWA 747, 
rather than 10 across in the basic Boe
ing design, congestion will be consid
erably relieved, barring the possibility 
of 350 people deciding to go to the 
thirteen lavatories at the same time.

Plans also call for more comfortable guidelines, as in the first jets,
seats in the cabin. Taken into seating Since the 747 will be carrying ap-

width of proximately two and one-half times

Importance of interior finishes

While color and fabric selections have 
not been made yet, safety, wearability Nomex and Tedlar developed by Du- 
factors, and eye-comforl will be the Pont.) The Tedlar is a relatively inert

material that minimizes deposits of 
nicotine and has an excellent maintain
ability factor.”

Nomex yarn (or equal), which is 
nylon derivative, has a highly desirable 
self extinguishing characteristic. It has 

allowable bum rate of only 4% 
inches per minute. Nylon carpeting is 
projected for the decks of the aircraft.

Twelve of the jumbo jets are sched
uled for delivery to TWA, with options 
for an additional eight, through 1971. 
This will provide a total of 6,000 pas
senger seats on 20 aircraft. (C)

design consideration were arm rests, space between arm rests, the number of passengers carried by
shoulder width, head rests, and leg the 707, safety is a prime considora-

Ihe materials chosen for the

a

room. Each of the seats, as the result tion in 
of the nine abreast configuration in interior, according to Del Giudicc. 
TWA’s 350-seat version, is bigger than “In the 707, we used a vinyl alum-
in todays 707—18 inches wide between ininn laminate for the first time, ny-
arm rests, compared to 16% inches. Ion and acrilan carpets, vinyls with 
The present seat is about the width foamed-in-placo panels, and wool and 
of a standard secretary’s office chair, nylon scat fabrics with novel weaves.

mpared to the 747 seat, which is “In the 747. we have to minimize
about the average width of an execu- the flammability of interior finishes 
five’s swivel chair (hopefully, a big

an

CO

executive).
The set of triple seats will be 65

inches from outer edge to outer edge,
or six inches wider than a triple seat

707. Some of the extra space willm a



TWO SHOWCASE OFFICES

I HARPER RICHARDS, INTERIOR DESIGNER, ADDS
PRIVACY, STORAGE, AND PRESENTATION SPACE

ceals paper storage and file areas. OnMore privacy and better accommoda- the painting that hangs on the wall in
the wall, a Belgian abstract paintingtions for conference and client presen- his office.

generous space for by BocI is the only decorative acces- Five private offices, located along thetations, as well as
design samples and storage, are the main corridor, and the aisle down thesory.

A conference room is located so thatbenefits reaped by Harper Richards center of the drafting room are car-
it can be reached both from the re-Associates. Ltd., interior designer firm peted by Mohaw’k Carpet Mills both
coption room or Harper Richards* ownof Chicago, when it moved into new for belter acoustics and appearance. At
office. Walls are gra.ss papered and one end of the drafting room, nearoffices as a tenant.
paneled storage areas conceal render- ihe sample library, is the interior de-After almost two decades in its own
ings and a lavatory. The main side w^all sign department, with the architecturalbuilding, this interior design firm got
features heavy industrial cork, whichover its nostalgic regard for its Michi- di-afting area next to it. Another of
together with a specially designed ren-gan Avenue location and gave in to the Richards' paintings hang there.
dering-holder facilitates ca.y retrievalpr^sure of internal growth to make The reference library holds organized
of display materials for client presen-its move to larger quarters a .short samples of materials and has- an open
tations. The rendering-holder doubles table counter with chairs for refer-distance away.
as a drop-down rail. Richards designedStarting with the reception room, a study and layout. A variety ofenoe
the walnut table.striking combination of simplicity and lighting directly above the counter

imagination is displayed with white By his own choice, Richards has a makes it possible to check color vari-
walls and cork-vaulted ceiling. The small, beige-toned office. is used alions under different lighting condi-

primarily for working space Meetingsfloor is brick red. A dark teak coun- tions. Rendering is done in a separate
ter encloses a dual secretarial area, of more than two persons take place in area. a.s is blueprint production, wrap-

the conference room. Richards also didwhich features teak paneling that con- ping. mailing, and storage,



III

The reception room (opposite)
with lofiitP loalls and cork ceil
ing, projects a look of ^implicitly
and iTivagination. The floor if
red brick, and dork teak sur
rounds the dual secretarial area
Behind, teak paneling conccah
storage and files. Richards of
fice (top. left), small, simple
and e//icient, i» filled irifl
shades of beige. One of his ou'

the jraMpaintings hongs on
The aisle dividing the dra/tm(
room is carpeted by Mohotok
The black and white surface:

the room are accented
in Herman Miller shclfi
1/ellou.’
chairs. In the conference rc>oj»i

eyecatching ceiling i(left). an
nlnminum shingles, in sharTc.s
of white, gray, gunmetal. fliid

by Luminoiimadebronze.
Ceilings, inc. The u’alls an

and industrial corkgra>>s paper
loith a custom designed render
ina shelf. The table, in irolnut

designed by Richards and
tunsthe black leather chairs arc
from American Chair Co. The 
oak parnitet floor is by Thoi-

Innd Teak.



TWO SHOWCASE OFFICES

JOVA DANIELS BUSBY, ARCHITECT, ENJOYS 
FUNCTIONAL WORK AREAS, TALENT DISPLAY2

tions, because of restrictions imposed 
by the management of the building,” 
says Daniels, “and that the effort would 
have to be limited to the effects that 
could be achieved only with expen
sive furnishings. The alternative, of 
course, was to find space in an old 
building, where our ingenuity could 
be employed.”

The latter effort resulted in location 
of the company’s offices on the second 
floor of a 45-year-old building near 
downtown Atlanta. Approximately 
1,500 square feet of space includes a 
work area of about 26 by 60 feet.

Because of the relative smallness of 
the firm, the partners wanted all parts 
of the office to be easily supervised, 
yet subdivided into functional areas. 
They achieved this by erecting a free
standing island with partitions to a 
height of seven feet. This island con
tains a library, conference room, and 
an office conference room. The office 
is modulated by the partitioned spaces, 
with the drafting and reference areas 
to the rear, and the reception and 
bookkeeping areas in the front.

freedom. Questions that arise have 
answers generated instantly, as only 
close proximity or face-to-face con
frontation permit.

JDB is involved in a wide variety of 
projects and services, including com
mercial, recreational, residential, and 
institutional. Size and scope of projects 
range from small remodelings to multi
building urban complexes, with archi
tectural services that include interior 
design work, master planning, develop
ment, and feasibility studies.

Because of the suitability and design 
of the premises, JDB holds about 75 
percent of its client conferences in its 
offices. Management feds that holding 
such conferences on its own premises 
provides greater command of the meet
ing and establishment of an atmos
phere that is conducive to acceptance 
of ideas that it proposes.

The company’s first problem in es
tablishing its new quarters was finding 
suitable space. “We realized that, in 
addition to a rental rate beyond our 
means, office space in a new building 
would not allow us to make innova

An architect’s office serves two major 
functions, according to Jova Daniels 
Busby, Atlanta, Georgia, architectural 
firm: (1) It is the studio in which the 
firm’s work is created, and (2) it is 
the showcase for the architect’s ability 
and ingenuity. These were the guide
lines in the design of the company’s 
own offices, complicated by the fact 
that they were operating on a tight 
budget common to most new firms.

“We knew that we had to achieve 
maximum impact with a minimum of 

comments Stanley L. Daniels.means,'
AIA, one of the three principals. “Un
til a young company has several com
pleted commissions as examples of its 
efforts, the appearance of its own of
fices is the most revealing aspect of
the firm’s attitude toward design, its 
ingenuity, and its ability.”

A by-product of the guidelines that 
the firm set for its own office design 
was good communication between the 
three principals, four draftsmen, and 
one secretary. Employing an open lay
out, JDB provides for its employees 
an unusual degree of communication (C)

CONTRACT



Seven~joot higJi gray partitions
divide library/conference and

Theofiice/conjerence rooms.
//ice (above right/ has o JDB-

designed tvolnut table and black
lacquered shelf along the rear
white wall, and a Thonet chair
in black leather. A white Ma-
horam drapery panel separates
the bookkeeping area from the

Designcraftreception room.
desk in walnut, rug in oS-white

Kentilc groy flooring, ichitc-on
topped Herman Miller table, and

PotteryArchitecturalwhite
planters create a stark back
ground for bright accent colors
in the bright blue tweed on the
Miller desk chair, red wool cov
ered BX. Marble side chairs.
The conference/library area
picks up the bright red in an
accent wall, in contrast to the
white marble table (by JDB),

white rug, and black canvas
Bowling Green directors chairs.



VARIETY FOR ’0«
EVERYTHING FROM BOLD FLORALS TO SUBDUED OFF-WHITES, 

WITH NO CLEAR TRENDS, IS IN THE OFFING FOR CONTRACT 

WITH MORE EMPHASIS ON REDUCTION AND CONTROL OF WALL
INTERIORS,

MAINTENANCE COSTS

Textures are In. bold patterns are In. large florals 
are In. and apparently nothing is Out in contract 
wallcoverings.

Trade sources report that almost anything goes 
in contract, depending upon the type of public 
of a building. In terms of design, the line betw 
contract and residential wallcovering styles increas* 
ingly is becoming a hard one to define, since in
terior designers arc turning to the warmth of resi
dential atmosphere for certain commercial and i:. 
stitutional interiors. Typically, this is being done 
in such applications as reception areas, corridors, 
and ho.spital rooms, where there is a psychological 
need for residential ’’nomine.ss."

knowing full well that the need for 
new design is ‘‘stronger than dirt!”

Fire retardant and stain resistant features also 
rank high in requisite.^ for 
tions, depending upon the application, but chemical 
treatments apparently provide answers that do not 
conflict with color and design selecti 

In the off-white end of the color 
as far

new color and

some contract installa-
use
een

ons.
spectrum, about

away as you can get from black-and-w'hite 
op art patterns, many designers prefer to keep 
mercial interiors

in- com-
on the unobtrusive side, again 

depending upon the application. According to one 
source, there is a p.sychological necessity for keep
ing some commercial interior wallcoverings on the 
bland and conservative aide. At the recent 
of General Time’s new headquarters in Stamford. 
Conn.,

Money, usually the root of all interior designer 
is no object, according to some 

with desired color, design, and wearability 
factors being given more emphasi.s by planners. 
Underlying it all, however, is a

G openingevils and ulcers.
sources, us a case in point, an executive who sat 

op art black-and-white pattern that 
every time he looked 

wryly. “They’re changing that next week. It’s on 
the wrong wall.”

facing an 
“jumped”growing emphasis 

on low cost maintenance for clients. One inevitably 
offsets the other, since the client is more likely to 
give the nod to more expensive wallcoverings when 
the net result is longer wear, more time between 
redecorating, less maintenance labor.

So that they can have their feet firmly planted 
in all wallcovering developments, most manufacturers 
and dealer.^ are developing the capability of .supplying 
paper, vinyl, fabric, custom colors, flocking, foils, and 
paper-cloth laminates.

up, commented

Nevertheless, the emphasis is on color and design, 
and that’s what the new' lines are reflecting—floral.s. 
paisleys, stripes, and larger patterns that don’t get 
lost on large wall areas. Even “wild” colors are In. 
according to one source, but most reports are of a 
conservative inclination on the part of big volume 
designers and furnishers, who are in great part guided 
by research and studies that reveal the desire for 
soothing, easy-to-live-with colors and patterns for 
employees who must stay with interior decorating 
effects all day long.

The following pages are a good indication of what 
is happening and what will happen in contract wall
covering as '6S comes into dearer focus. (C)

As new developments come 
along—and they are—these sourcs.s plan to get firmly 
entrenched in those areas, as well.

Textures—burlaps, cork, grasses, flocks—are in 
heavy demand for contract applications, particularly 
restaurants, where decorative effects seldom 
subtle. Specifying influences are

go into w’allcf)verings

S4
CONTRACT



A

A Connoisseur WaHcoi’eriny: Rip-
pies, from the new Compass Collec
tion designed by Kent Bedient, bold
ly spans the ^ull loidth of either
paper or vinyl, in red or blaek on

ujhitc ground. Circle No. 80.a
B L, £. Carpenter; Stonehenge cap
tures the texture and color valves of
ancient stonework and is offered ij»

15 color range. Circle No. 81.a
C David & Dash: Printed in olive/
green/moss on ujhite cotton fabric

and then vinyl cooted ivith Protex
tile. this pattern hos 8Vz in. repeat.

Circle No. 82.

D Piedmont Papers: City Tempo, de
tailed here, is a hand-screened scenic
printed with transparent color.s. it
consists of 4 panels, each 28 in. ivtde,
covering 9 ft. 4 in. of lineal ivall

space. Circle No. 83.
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w A James Seeman Studios: Installed at Cali
fornia Lutheran Hospital in Los Angeles, 
Sunset vinyl covering has pale green silk 
textured ground with beige blossoms and 
cocoa branches. Circle No. 84.
B Embassy Handprints: Linden on Bom
bay is the name of this floral that is 
stocked in four colorways, made with 
Ion flocking on foil. Can also be custom 
colored flat or flocked on different grounds. 
Circle No. 85.
C Stauffer Chemical Co.: Tonga has 
abstract quality heightened by its two- 
tone, subtle coloring on vinyl. Circle 
No. 86.
0 United Wallpaper: In the first aeries of

D
),<8^
9 ■V -•

. <
4, ny-
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J Stockwell: A greatly over-acaled »un- 
jlower, Chelsea has a motif repeat of 44^ 
inches. It w shown printed in cork in a 
single flock color; also available with a 
textured stripe 17 in. wide. Circle No. 93. 
K Standard Coated.’ A vinyl woven fabric 

from the Designers’ Portfolio, Lyon is a 
flock that comes in 4 striking color com
binations. including red on red; white on 

on oyster white.

covering is screen printed, 56 in. wide. 

Circle iVo. S9.
G Richard E. Thibaut; The lure of the old 

seafaring days is recaptured in Voyager, 
which comes with correlated plaid and 
matching fabric. In 4 colorways. Voyager 
is from the new Designs of Today collec

tion. Circle No. 90.
H Crown Wallpaper: Phantasie is a deco
rative floral design, somewhat abstracted 
by vertical striations that might well be 

the fall of spring rain. Circle No. 91.
I Masland Duraleather: Sonya, a Duran 
vinyl, has sluhbed-silk e'ffect and is of
fered in 11 soft colors, S4-in. width. Circle 

No. 92.

Hand Prints by DeSoto, printed by hand 
through a silk screen process. Aubrey 
swirls across the full width of the vinyl 
coated ground. It is stocked in black 
flocking or gold flocking on white; can 
be custom ordered in any combination. 

Circle No. 67.
E Charles R. Gracie & Sons: An JSth 
century Chinese wallpaper has been copied 
and hand painted in 2 panels, each 
uring 3 by 10 ft. Circle No. 88.

F Creeff Fabrics, Inc.: Aston Park, derived 
from a hanging in historic Aston Park, 
England, has bold monochromatic color
ings, such as bitter green on parchment, 
saffron on curry. The new fabric wall

gold metalic; fleece white 

Circle No. 94.
L Imperial Wallpaper; Adapted from old 
linens of the 16th century, this toils, part 
of the New Regence collection of hand
prints, is a perfect background for FrcTich 

Prorinciol decor. Circle No. 95.

meos-
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A Scalaviaudre: Loosely Kraftwoven
paper strips in gray tones create an ex
tremely handsome, highly textured

pat
tern for special areas that, of necessity.
are not subjected to hard wear. Circle
No. 96.
B Fine Art Wall Coverings: BurZap is used
» tZie ground for Cabann Stripe, printed

terra rotta and black. Circle No. 97.m
C Kirfc Brummel: Each square in Mar
Plaid measures about 14 inche.s

across,
formijig bold and dramatic multi-col-a
ored pattern. It is handprinted on either
paper or vinyl. Circle No. 98.
0 Han-Tec; One of 15 new scenics, Trevi
Fountain is printed in soft shades of grays.



K Gtl/ovd. Inc.: Woodgrain achieves a look 

polished of authenticity in Himalayan, a pattern 
171 4 wood colors, with or without planked 
effect. The textured surface has good 
sistance to soil, abrasion. Circle No. JOB. 
L B. F. Goodrich: Textured »ur/oces are 
emphasized in new Koraseal wallcovering 

Designs. Inc.: Blue Crass is right patterns. In the background is Traver
tine. ujith o marbteized surface, in 9 col- 

. Swatches are of Lavano. in a 21 color 

range. Circle No. 107.
M Birge Co., Inc.: Bright colors are used 
in this pattern called Shapes, printed on 
pre-trinuned Tertil. a vinyl wall cloth. 

Circle No. 108.

Wall Trend.s: Morning Glory, stylized 

drau'ing. is printed with black 
white vinyl or with white on polished 
black. Part of the new Stylon IX collec

tion, the hand-printed pattern 
either paper or fabric backed. Circle No. 

!03.

The scenic consists of 4 panels, ii;ith 2 
rolls of Tiiatchhig ground in each set. 

Circle No. 99.
E Wallpaper Emporium: Hand-printed, 
silk-screened pattern is Trees, designed by 

Susan Lowry. Circle No. 100.
F /4dams Vinyls; The “wet look" of patent 
vinyl is combirved with a geometric desigiv 
colled Circles and Squares, offered in 6 
colors on white ground, 54-in. luidlh,

H
071

re
can be

1 Birge 
out
hand sketches of horses. Repeat is 31 

inches. Circle No. 104.
J Albert Voti Luit & Co.: The balustrade

of Kentucky, with delightful free-

ors

Circle No. 101.

C Thomas Strahan Co.: Fresh, clear colorssed for this floral pattern, part of the is an integral part of Mediterraini, a
scenic corisisfing of 8 panels in 4 color-

new
are 74 
new 
Ho. 102.

• Tex-Stran collection of vinyls. Circle
way.s. Circle No. 105.
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TUFTERS NEEDLED
AT TTMA CONTRACT SEMINAR

Relatively neiv industry supers from hick of cxperiv 
icith contract specifiers^ poor iHlucational base for fsovcrnment 
buying! influences^ limited color developments^ and lack of

liiiications^ according to speakers at seminar condut'ted 
by COyTHACT Magazine.

nee

comm

A lot of things that are wroiig with a 
right industry—poor selection of col
ors for contract applications, rigidity 
in dealing with a wide variety of 
specifiers, and a serious lack of mar
keting and product information, for 
example — were outlined, with 
punches pulled, at the Tufted Textile 
Manufacturers Association Workshop 
Meeting in Atlanta. Georgia, recently.

About 300 members of the 
tion crowded the contract Magazine 
seminar program entitled “The Con
tract Carpet Market” to hear Alan L. 
Ferry, president, Alan L. Ferry De
signers, Inc., Atlanta: Armand D.
Aulicino, vice president. Designs for 
Business, Inc., New York: and Sidney 
Schwartz, general manager. Trend 
Contract, division of Trend Mills, Inc., 
participate in the seminar, which 
moderated by contract’s Publisher, 
Ben H. Heilman.

Prefacing the session with remarks 
own, Heilman quoted from a 

survey conducted by contract Maga
zine to determine the attitude of de
signers, specifiers, and purchasers 
their preferences in contract carpeting. 
The results of the entire survey will 
be published in a later issue, 
signers need guidance,” said Heilman, 
emphasizing that manufacturers must 
take a professional approach to a pro
fessional market.”

The following is a digest of the 
pointed observations made by the 
seminar participants.
Ben Heilman, publisher of CONTRACT 
Magazine, moderates seminar at Atlanta 
TTMA meeting.

no

associa-

was

of his

on

De-

CONTRACT



CREATING CONTRACT COLOR PROGRAMS 
FOR SYNTHETIC CARPET FIBERS
Ity Alan L. Ferry,
President.Alan L. Ferry Designers, inc., Atiania. On.

tcrial and search for a suitable carpet. 
The fabric rag business is years ahead 
of you in regard to choice of period, 
style, color, texture, and variety,

“There is such a thing as intensity 
or hue. It is rare that a designer works 
off the top of the color wheel except 
for accent (or a restaurant that has to 
have red carpet—I hope this, too, is

remarks with whimsy, ground, even in spite of the patterned
effect.”

Lacing his
Ferry took the tufted-carpet manu
facturers to task;

"There is no doubt at the moment
lock on the carpet pile than all those tricks you

technology looms and needles to create spaghetti
are

designers, would rather 
have good color in simple loop or cut

do with

We. as

that you have a 
industry, because of your
and methods. You can produce greater effects. Tweed and twist yams 
volume for less money, meet better much more flexible for us to use than 
delivery schedules, and generally flood highs and lows and wiggles, 
the market, which seems to be in- “Patterns should somehow become 
satiable. Therefore, you also have a a tufting process. It is the wrong basic

system, I know, but if you are going 
to continue to lead over the woven 
industry, you'll have to do something.

How

passing!)
“Off hand, cut your intensity by 

about two-thirds—this still leaves it a 
color, not a neutral. They gray off or 
soften the hue. In painting a wall, you

umber’

responsibility.
“At the moment, you also have sev

eral limitations. Essentially, your
method won't produce patterned goods. The demand for pattern is up.
Partly because of this ‘no-pattem’ fact, about a supplementary woven loom or 
your product is classified as a back- a tie-in with a manufacturer of W'oven 
ground material for other elements goods to at least do 18 or 27 inch 
that must provide design emphasis in border designs—using the same fibers,

This is not same colors, same finish and pile

usually mean ‘throw in some 
—do the same in carpet dye. When 
you get through, you’ll think all the 
samples look too much alike, but lay 
them down together and sure enough 
they can still be arranged in a color 
wheel—only this time they are subtle. 

"Customer acceptance and likes, Well don't worry about it! They 
these days, are not for the severe or should be! Remember, they are back-
austere contemporary, but move along ground elements. Until you graduate 

When we as designers pick up a the lines of elegance and decoration, into a patterned goods industry, just 
range of carpet color samples and au- Carpet in the old days was not neces- be satisfied to be background and 
tomatically start throwing away two- sarily forced into the background ele- don't worry about stealing the show, 
thirds of them, something is wrong. If ment of interiors, as we usually must “Carpet and synthetic fibers 
I were to put my finger on what it is, handle them now when using tufted tainly are here to stay. I'm all for it. 
I would say intensity of color; you are goods and an acrilic or other syn- They have every advantage the de- 
trying too hard, if you are to serve thetic fiber. signer and architect look for in floor
your purpose as a background factor “Incidentally, a design color and coverings.
in design. The reds, blues, greens, and furnishings job has to begin in one of “What will it be like in the year
yellows are all too bright. What is left two ways, either carpet choice or 2,000 when we live in a controlled 
is limited to olives, golds, and beiges, drapery choice. These are basic for atmosphere with no roof on our build-

what is done in upholstery and then ings and no cars on our city streets?
color schemes. The typical Is Peachtree to Spring Street going

to be a pedestrian mall covered with 
trees and natural grass or with purple

out? If

interior.planning an 
necessarily wTong, but what can be heights? 
w’rong is not producing the proper ef
fect within your background classifi
cation.

cer-

and is pretty monotonoiis.
“So you are faced with a dye prob

lem, multiplied by pattern limitations, approach now i
With patterned woven goods, many of the possible carpet colors, go for a

intense color yams can be used scheme from a few remaining shades, carpet that will never
with the choice it's purple. I would rather fight the

ma- expressway traffic!”

in paint
to throw away mostIS

wear
morein combination with each other and and bring pattern in

of drapery, or begin with draperystill create a tonal restrained back-
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WHAT THE CONTRACT SPECIFIER EXPECTS 
FROM THE CARPET MANUFACTURER
tiy Armatul D. Aulirino.
Vice PrenidenK
I)esif!nH for tiiisineKs, Inc., Me^v York

"I’m sure you realize that in re
cent years there has been an increase 
in the tendency in carpeting general 
work areas, clerical work stations, and 
corridors. You have a wonderful sales 
ally in the acoustical value and justi
fication of carpeting. More and more 
specifiers prefer carpeting to hard 
floor tile, because they generally can 
achieve more exciting design concept 
with your material, but they must 
justify their decisions and they need 
your help.

"It is not very difficult to point out 
to a client that the savings in polish
ing and maintenance costs on tile can 
pay for carpeting over a period of a 
few years.

“A case along these lines was our 
experience with the headquarters of
fices for Sperry & Hutchinson in its 
new building in New York City. In 
our original design concept, we recom
mended carpeting in each of the ele
vator lobbies of the floors occupied. 
However the client felt it would prefer 
to limit its budget and go along W'ith 
hard floor covering. Within six 
months, S&H realized the error in 
judgment and those lobbies are now- 
carpeted with great success at Jess 
cost.”

buy a tremendous quantity of a basic 
fabric with possible color variations 
depending upon his color schemes. 
Also, though you may not meet the 
client, this specifier has a problem on 
his hands.

“Hotel people for the most part are 
tough, practical, experienced, and cost 
conscious. Whenever you meet with 
the specifier, you have to understand 
that he is between you, his owm or
ganization. end the client. He needs 
your hslp and wants it even if he 
pretends to know all there is to know 
about the subject. He will be inclined 
to repeat things he has done in the 
past, because he knows they w’orked 
and he is afraid of taking a chance 
when dealing in such tremendous 
quantities and costs.

“Also, because of the tremendous 
wear and tear on hotel carpeting, he 
will be more concerned than other 
specifiers -.vith maintenance and re
placement problems. Don't bother him 
with your problems, give liim facts 
and alternatives and recommendations.

“Your job is to think the problems 
through w’ith the specifier and make 
as many recommendations as you 
to make him feel he can depend on

Drawing on his background a.s a for
mer vice president of V'Soske Mills, 
Aulicino said: “Let me begin with a 
strong criticism that 1 feel applies to 
most manufacturers in connection 
w'ith the contract field . . . applying 
not only to manufacturers of tufted 
carpets, but equally to the desk, lamp, 
and fabric manufacturer. The single 
most serious error most manufactur
ers make in terms of dealing w-ith 
the specifier, on large projects, espe
cially. is that they would like con
formity on the part of the spreifier to 
meet the manufacturers’ problems of
production, merchandising, etc.

"On the other hand, the specifier 
has his own problems, whether he is 
purchasing S50.000 worth or several 
million dollars worth of merchandise 
for interiors of large projects. Of 

carpeting generally is one ofcourse,
the largest caiesories in such budgets. 

“There are marked differences in
thinking and concept, even within our 
own field. Therefore, it is important 
that as a manufacturer you realize 
bow- important it is that your ap
proach be elastic enough to meet the 
many variations you will find in any 
major city, as w-ell as throughout the 
country in the contract field. For ex
ample, if you are dealing with a firm 
that specializes in hotels, your prob
lems will be within a certain range. 
Here the specifier, as you know, will 
be looking for a tough fabric that will 

well and he has serious budget 
problems. The chances are that he w-iU

can

knowledge and experience, butyourremember that he doesn’t want to be Aulicino conducted his own survey 
of designers w-ith w-hich to illustrate 
his talk. Recurring throughout the re
sponses was the designer’s need for 
competent manufacturers to explain 
the tufting process (more wool on face 
vs. woven carpet, for example).

pushed. He wants all the help he can 
get so that he can be an expert and 
stand behind his own decisions. If you 

his neck once, you’ll find himsave
loyal and a regular specifier of your 
products.wear
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CONTRACT MARKET 
MERCHANDISING IDEAS
liy SUint^y Schwartz.
(rpncntl Manaper^
Trend i'.itntract Dh'isutn. Trend \filh. .Wir York

State Dormitory Authority, whose an
nual purchases exceed the national 
budgets of many small nations, does 
not even specify tufted carpet, 
does the Department of Purchases of 
the State of New York. At this very 
moment—right here in Atlanta—the 
Atlanta school system does not specify 
tufted carpeting for schools!

■‘Unfortunately, an inadequate effort 
seriously resolve these problems 

drastically limits the individual ability 
of each of us to market our own prod-

that through the innovation 
produce tufted.

“Between the hard surface people and 
the woven

to prove
u»c. carpet people, and with of printing, wc can 
little help from all of us-, a good patterned carpet that would suit the

exacting and fastidious designjust a
chunk of the contract business—the 
real contract business—the better con
tract business—is still deaf to tufted duce these products

and more competitively than any other

normost
requirements and that we could pro- 

more efficiently
carpet and to a lesser but important 
degree, even deaf to synthetic fibers. 
. . . The heart of the contract market 

the last redoubt of woven

method of production.”
Schwartz turned his attention to the 

General Services Administration of 
carpet. the government and its purchasing

I want to sell Trend! I don’t want policies. “I believe,” he said, “that in 
sell tufting. I want to sell Trend’s the last fiscal year, GSA purchased

Lancer, or Lakewood, or Caravelle. I under federal supply schedule ap-
don’t want to sell synthetic fibers, but proximateiy S6 million worth of car
at this moment in the contract market, pet — including all forms — woven. 
this is the approach I still must take. tufted, synthetics, natural fibers, . - .

“The final criteria for commercial I don’t think there is any real purpose
carpet is not the method or the ma- in belaboring federal specifications,
chine upon which it is produced, but but I’m sure that most of you have 

and substance of the noted and probably questioned the 
significant omission of polyester fibers 

all or any specification. It would 
that the federal government is

remains to

to uct in this market place.”
Schwartz suggested several possible 

approaches for the TTMA to take, in
cluding; establishment of a contract 
council by the TTMA to review these 
and similar problems and propose 
solutions regularly; a strong promo
tional campaign to sell tufting in 
tract publications; a Washington lob
by: good literature: and establishment 
of clear objectives and standards.

“In short, ladies and gentlemen,” he 
“let’s approach contract

con-the performance 
final carpet.

“It was important for us to prove 
that there are tufters using highly re
fined techniques, producing highly 
fined luftsd products. We tried to 

approach one step further

in

seemtotally oblivious to the existence of 
this fiber for use in carpet.

“At this moment, the New York

ro-
concludcd. 
professionally and responsibly.” (C>

carry our
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No one has ever invented a way to take all the hectic out of an opening. But you can get on top of 
your floor factor — by specifying “Durabond", Hardwick's new 100% Acrilan woven pile carpet 
in a high-low third dimension texture, for both contract and residential use. Our on-time deliv
ery and personal attention guarantee that your carpet will not be one of your last minute prob
lems, that it will be there in time to be down and ready when the doors

open.
What's more, you get infinite selection and long-life durability at a price that, added to delivery 
dependability, makes every deadline a study in Total Peace of Mind.

Specify
HARDWICK DURALOK

acrylic Pile Carpet1005i
they're built

tough...to take it!Write today for brochure showing the latest Hardwick patterns
Monsantoin full color.

. the compact mill 
■ Chicago • Dallas ■ Denver • Detroit ■ Louisville 

Circle No, 52 on product card lacing P. 106

HARDWICK & MAGEE COMPANY . . 
Lehigh Ave. at 7th St., Phila.. Pa. 19133 718

■ New York • San Francisco • Los Angeles
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iJH l*rof. Arnold FriedmannPaul Bi.sriiotl

l^'orman DeHaan

An impressive list of leading profes
sionals in contract design, space plan
ning, government, and education have 
been enlisted to appear at the greatly 
expanded seminar, panel, and work- 

of CONTRACT ’68.shop programssecond annual all-industry show 
and exhibition sponsored by contract 
Magazine will take place at the New 
York Coliseum. June 4-6, 1968.

The initial group of speakers, just 
announced by Jerome H. “ 
managing director of CONTRACT ’68, 
include;

This

Some of the speakers 
(or Contract *68

Leon Cordon MillerBro^^'n,

Nicholson, executiveMalcolm W.
vice president. JFN Associates: Profes- 

Arnold Friedmann, Pratt Institute:
Gordon Miller, president, Leon PLANS DEVELOP FOR CONTRACT '68 

SEMINARS, PANELS, WORKSHOPS
sor
LeonGordon Miller & Associates: Paul Bis- 
choff, executive vice president, Albert 
Parvin & Co.: Robert J. Duffy, presi
dent, Duffy. Inc.; Norman R. DeHaan. 
president Norman DeHaan Associates:

Bisher, design consultant,
Administration; H. E. Glave, Monarch Furniture Co.

A number of new exhibitors have
for booths at CONTRACT Georgia-Pacific;

Hamilton Mfg.; Hercules; Hunt Coun
try Furniture; Interchemical Corp.; 
International Crating; Jackson China; 
Jansko; Kirsch: H. W Knight; Jack 
Lenor Larsen: Lava-Simplex-Scribe;

M. H. Lazarus; 
Lewittes Fumi-

Dylan Carpet; Excel; Edward Fields; 
Fima International; Fixtures Mfg.; 
Ford Fabrics: Formica; General Tire;

Fabrics;

ofsecretary treasurerGutlerman.Montyne 
Veteransexecutive vice president, Thalhimers 
Industrial Sales Corp.; Niels Gabel- 
Jorgensen. director of design, J. Gor
don Carr & Associates; J. P. Kost, vice 
president. Finger Contract Interiors. 
Moderator for all sessions will be Ben 
Heilman, publisher of contract Maga-

Goodallsigned up 
'68 within the past few weeks, accord- 

Browm, bringing the current totaling to
to well over 100. Among the new ex
hibitors are:

Arundel Clarke; Buckstaff Co.; Car
negie Textiles; Connoisseur Wallcov
ering: Creative Metal; Dimensional Levelor Lorentzen;
Plastics; Fiberesin; B. F. Goodrich; ture; Luxo Lamp: 3M Co.; Maharam; 
Hillside House of Originals; Howe Karl Mann Assoc.; Masland Dura- 
Folding Furniture: I. V. Chair: La leather; Medallion Corp.: Menell;

Mayer Studios; Middletown; Mitten Letters; Mohasco; 
Metal; and Molla; Monsanto; No-Sag Spring.

Panelart; Parkwood Laminates; Pat- 
Pioneer Plastics:

Lawrence Metals;
zme.The programs will cover many top- 

general, some specific — 
ranging from practical problems facing 
designers and specifiers in day-to-day 
operations, such as 
in design schools across the country.
Also under discu.ssion and debate will Wunda Weve.
be the new and controversial concept Other exhibitors, which were pre- 
of Office Landscaping. viously announced, include:

The sessions will be far more exten- Adamo Galleria; 
sive than those at the first show, which Carpet; Allied Chemical; American 
were enthusiastically received by Mat: Belgian Government; Berkshire Studios; Shenango Ceramics; Siesta; 
standing-room-only attendance. For Hathaway: Bigelow-Sanford: Borden Simpson Bosworth; Stacor; Stanley 
this reason. Brown has planned in- Chemical Co,-Columbus Coated Fab- Furniture; Stauffer Chemical; Sun- 
creased meeting room facilities at the rics Div.; Simpson Bosworth: Boussac burst Aluminum; Sure-Fit Products: 
Coliseum. of France; Brody Seating; Brown-Jor- Syracuse China; Taj Persian Oriental;

The seminar programs will take dan; Brown-Morse: Brunswick Corp.; N. A. Taylor; Techfab; Telescope 
place each day from 9:00 A.M. to Burke Div. of Brunswick; Burwood; Folding Furniture; Uniline; United 
Noon, at which time the exhibit will Cabin Crafts; Callaway Mills; Carolina Chair: U. S. Plywood; Valtronic; Vir- 
open. This schedule avoids conflict be- Forge; L. E. Carpenter; Cavrok; Cel- eo; Virtue of Calif.; Williams Office 
tween meetings and exhibits, thereby anese Fibers; Charlton Co,: Chicago Furniture; Lee L. Woodard.

Children’s Workbench; For further information on exhibit
contact: Jerome H. Brown,

someICS

Chaise; Charles 
V’Soske; Wall Tube &

fees, to education

terson Furniture:
Protasil; Rockland Industries; Royal- 

Aldon Contract metal: Rugcrofters: Scovill;
Seamloc-Loma-Loom; James Seeman

Scroll;

permitting attendees to conveniently Hardware;
participate in both. Commercial Carpet: contract Maga-

New to the contract '68 Industry zine; Crown Products; Crown Rubber;
Customwood: Cypress Furniture. 

Design Tex; Dow Badische; duCor;

space,
Managing Director, National Elxposi- 
tions Co., 14 W. 40 St, New York City. 
Telephone: 212'564-8714.Advisory Board, comprising 31 out

standing industry figures, is H. M.
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Choose elegance and Du Pont ‘Ze Pel’ as well.
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N. » Scalamandre's newest wallcovering has a nch linen 

look.* Easily applied, with its acrylic backing. And 
easy to care for because Du Pont ZE PEL' stain re- 
peller protects every elegant yard. Even palest colors 
retain their beauty. Stains spot clean, usually without. i'> 
leaving a ring. Ask to see the Contempo-Lin collec- ** 
lion in twenty-two colors. The same fabric with 
ZE PEL may be ordered for draperies or upholstery.
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ScalamandreBetter thing* fer better living.. .through chemistry
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SHAPING UP OUR SHOP DRAWINGS WtffffttXntntntfTTTTTTy

ARCHITECTURAL READERS TAKE ISSUE WITH 

OF OUR DESIGNER’S NOTEBOOK SECTIONS—MAY 1967 ON 

AND SEPTEMBER 1967 ON

TWO OF CONTRACT’S SHARP-EYED 

ILLUSTRATIONS IN TWO 
“ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK,
WE PRINT THEIR LETTERS HERE, TOGETHER WITH EXPLANATIONS.

9f“SHOP DRAWINGS.»» ■^1

IS THE DESIGNER 
WORTH HIS SALT?
By Alfred T. Kurek, AIA,
Chicago, ill.
My experience covers 32 years, of 
which 90 percent o£ our work is in
terior design. I must take exception to 
your article on Shop Drawings (pages 
92-95, September 1967) as related to 
designers.

The very first two paragraphs make 
it seem that our designer is very 
knowledgeable. However, if the draw
ing on page 94 represents his efforts, 
then he is not worthy of his salt or 
that of any future client.

As long as a designer continues to 
make drawings without accompanying 
large-scale details, showing what is ac
tually desired in the way of detail and 
construction, he flaunts his ignorance. 
As the client’s agent, he should be 
knowledgeable in the principles of 
cabinetry and woodworking, otherwise 
he is definitely not qualified to check 
any shop drawings.

This is another one of many reasons 
why designers are having a difficult 
time establishing professional status, let 
alone any licensing. I’ve just stated the 
facts as they are and hope I haven’t 
been too brutal. I wonder what the re
action will be in the clearing house 
section of your fine magazine.

CONTRACT’S reply
Mr. Hansen show's an excellent meth
od of stopping the plaster. However, 
the use of a casing is for covering the 
rough work of the trades. His use of 
temporary grounds assuredly will pro
vide a truer wall and eliminate possi
ble scribing of the casing.

Another method used is to nail 
trued grounds to the rough buck as 
shown in sketch No. 1. This, in my

ON THE USE OF 
TEMPORARY GROUNDS 
By Waiter C. Hansen, AIA, 
Columbus, Ohio
Time has a way of slipping by. I had 
intended to write much earlier regard
ing your May 1967 ‘‘Designer's Note
book
drawing at the bottom of page 77. 
which is a detail "section through 
typical finished wood buck."

As shown, the detail allows no cor
rection for poor workmanship or ma- 
terials by the early rough work trades. 
In my revised detail (reproduced be
low) you will note that the planting 
of temporary grounds on the inner 
face of the rough buck allow'.s the fin- 

plaster face to be run absolutely 
plumb and the total wall thickness can 
be brought exactly to the designed fin
ish door frame depth.

"We all know that rough walls get 
laid up out of plumb and bowed, and 
that rough lumber and grounds can 
be bowed, warped and even may vary 
considerably in dimension. My detail 
gives the same flexibility to correct 
for errors in the plane of the wall as 
the usual V4-inch plus shim space 
gives in the plane of the finish frame. 
Also, the casing is nailed well back 
from the edge of the plaster which 
results in fewer cracks.

Woodwork”Architectural

Skftrh \d. 1.

satisfactory and elimi-opinion. is as 
nates the necessity of using temporary
grounds.

Use of temporary grounds is more 
u.seful in cases such as shown in 
sketch No. 2. Here they are shimmed

M£7XL lath 
*sr/npnN6'

CONTRACT’S reply

Architect Kurek may very well have 
a point. However, if he will give the 
why and wherefore that prompted his 
comments, we will be glad to discuss 
the drawing in question, item by item.

The question of licensing interior 
designers is another subject which cer-

1/ i2l"0

SkeK-h Yo. 2.

and trued to afford an alignment with 
the plaster casing bead and to with
stand the pressures exerted by the tainly bears considerable discussion,
good right arm of the plasterer, who We are in agreement that it is neces-
invariably pushes them out of line sary. Until a set of standards for their
when they are not reinforced. education or examination is set. how'-

Architect Hansen demonstrates a 
workmanlike knowledge of the trades.
We hope he will continue to send us 
his comments.

ever, we see no way that this can be 
done. We would like to hear more 
from Mr. Kurek—as well as our other 
readers—on this subject. (C'

TEMflaiCARy
PLASTE^C.

flaiiKcn'is additions to original detail.
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For contract seating. Over 4
selected chair style models
every period and geographi
decor. Also custom design!

to your exact specificatioi

The specialist in pubtt
seating for over 40 year!

EMPIRE STATE CHA
COMPANY, INI

Showroom & Offices: Fine Arts Buildi
232 East 59th Stn

New York, N.Y. 100:
Factory: Haverstraw, N.

rnMINNESOTA:
Wallahan Sales Agency
4421 Dunberry Lane
Minneapolis, Minn.

tr>e National Hotel Motel Expn<;ifinMARYLAND-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Booth =4172-73VIRGINIA:SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-NEVAOA:

Mr. Arthur Williams TEXAS-OKLAHOMA:Stage-Kolstad Associates'
10427 Edgewood Avenue6469 Melrose Place Kershaw-Holbert Sates AgencySilver Springs, Maryland

Los Angeles. California 111 Conirnental Ave. Suite 111
Dallas, Texas

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: 

John Ferlin Associates* 
8SS Stevenson Street 
San Francisco, California

OKIO-W. PENNSYLVANIA - 
KENTUCKY-W. VIRGINIA: 

Hubert Weiss & Associates* 
4614 Prospect Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio

IOWA-KANSAS- 
NEBRASKA-MISSOURI: 

Katzman-Crossman & Associates 
P.O. Box 12507 
St. Louis. Mo.

P.O. Bax 6013 
Shawnee Mission. Kansas

MICHIGAN-INDIANA:

Mr. Walter Hirschberg 
25661 Ivanhoe 
Huntington Woods, Michigan

REPRESENTATIVES & SHOWROOMS(')

OREGON-WASHINGTON:

Mr. Robert Roller, Jr.
3236 Harvey 
Milwaukee. Oregon

CONNECTICUT - MAINE -VERMONT- 
MASSACHUSETTS-RHODE ISLAND- 
NEW HAMPSHIRE:

Mr. Arthur Pinsley*
510 Cambridge Street 
Boston, Mass.

GEORGIA-N. CAROLINA- 
S. CAROLINA-FLORIDA:

Austin Hansen Associates, Inc-* 
26 E. Andrews Drive N.W. 
Atlanta, Ga.

S. OHIO- KENTUCKY: 

Mr. Howard Weiss 
617 Central Trust Tower 
Cincinnati, Ohio

WASHINGTON - ALASKA

Robert Roller Co.
1806 N.W. Blue Ridge Drive 
Seattle, Washington

ARIZONA - COLORADO - IDAHO - 
MONTANA-NEW MEXICO- 
NORTH DAKOTA-SOUTH DAKOTA- 
UTAH-WYOMING:

PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES 
4105 East Florida Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 

110 West Camelback Road

ALABAMA-ARKANSAS-IOUISIANA - 
MISSISSIPPI-TENNESSEE:

John Caudle 6 Associates *
1400 Wheaton Road 
Memphis. Tenn.

ILLINOIS- INOIANA- 
lOWA-WISCONSIN:

Specialized Contract Interiors* 
11-122 Merchandise Mart

OEUWARE-PENNSYLVANIA- 
NEW JERSEY:
Mr, Robert Ezickson 
215 Ford Road 
Bala Cynwyd. Pa.

NEW YORK STATE: 

Mr. G. Warren Stark 
204 Maple Drive 
Fayetteville. N.V.



now tfiere are 
specifications for 

High Density Foam 
carpet backing*

T-38%

T-38 T-38 high density 
foam hackingI

r-
4Somebody had to do it, so we did. 

We’ve set up specifications for 
high density foam carpet backing 
that’ll meet or surpass any specs 
now existing or proposed. If a car
pet manufacturer's high density 
foam backing carries our T'38 
mark, it was applied under our 
supervision and pretested in our 
laboratories. Who are we? Only 
the world's largest compounder 
of latex backing compounds, 
that’s who.
Specifications Booklet Available 
The booklet “SPECIFICATIONS 
FOR HIGH DENSITY FOAM CAR
PET BACKING’’ is available on 
request to all architects, specify
ing engineers, carpet manufac
turers, contract decorators 
and builders. Fill in coupon f 
below or write on your 
letterhead. No charge.

5

I
1

If
TJ.

T-3T-38 1
TO: TEXTILE RUBBER 

W&r & CHEMICAL COMPANY
RT#1. DALTON.GEORGIA,30720

Please send booklet "Specifications for 
High Density Foam Carpet Backing.” I

f

I
li

I
TITLE:NAME. I

COMPANY:

COMPANY BUSINESS.
lAichitecl. snginMring. decorMing. «ic.)

ADOPESS: I
ZIPSTATE:CITY:

Circle No. 55 on product card facing P. 106
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CONTRACT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

A

B
walnutA Double pedestal desk, by Jens Risom, in 

with a natural oil finish, features cube-shaped drawer 
units recessed from the front of the desk, providing 
plenty of leg space for at-desk private conferences. 
The wider drawer cases also make interiors iniore 
easily accessible. Straight wooden legs rest on large, 
adjustable aluminum glides, two inches in diameber- 
Also shown is the #115411-63 executive high back chair 
resting on an aluminum base. Circle No. 110.
B Lightolier ha.s combined gleaming shapes—spheres, 
domes, cylinders—of polished brass or chrome spokes 
with white glass globes to create distinctive lighting 
fixtures for reception areas and lounges. Circle No. 
111.
C Spatial Negatives, designed by Lee Rosen for 
Design-Technics, has the effect of forms carved into 
a wall surface. The hollowed forms create a play of 
shadows that contrast with the uncarved plane. Spatial 
Negatives, the newest of Design-Technics ceramic de
sign palettes, involves the use of standard designs to 
produce original mural and non-repeat walls. It is 
available in natural clay colors in a number of carved 
designs, all 12 by 12 inches by 1% inches. Circle No. 
112.
0,E JG Furniture’s new floating back series of office 
chairs is designed by Kay Korbing of the Danish Royal 
Institute of Architects. Chairs combine high comfort 
backs with large, spacious scale and open appearance. 
Circle No. 113.

C
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cig:arette dropped on an Arbatove table will not burn 
or leave any marks because specially processed wood 
tops dissipate heat. Four models 
walnut or teak.

Handknotted rug has 148 different colors

Handknotted in Portugal, this colorful rug from Si
mon Manges & Son. is called the Menu rug. To 
achieve an effect of pettipoint, 148 different, separate

available inare

Circle No. 115 on product card facing P. 106

Six foot sofa is tufted and buttoned
Jansko’s new six-foot-long sofa is the latest addi
tion to its 7000 group, which includes side chairs, ex-

colors were blended together to create fish, fowl, and 
vegetable.s, together with ornate grillwork. The rug 
may be obtained in any size desired.

Circle No. 114 on product card tacirtg P. 106

Wood table tops won’t burn or stain
Arbatove occasional table.® with real wood top.s resist 
cigarette burns, .spilt liquor, juices, and hot plates, 
reports the manufacturer, Springer-Penguin. A lit

ecutive chairs, bar stools, and tandem seating. The 
sofa is constructed of wood and fiber glass and is 
tufted and buttoned, and covered in Naugahyde in a 
variety of colors.

Circle No. 116 on p--od'JCt card facing P. 106

A COMPLETE LINE OF FURNISHINGS FOR 
THE OFFICE AND CONTRACT INDUSTRY

DAVIS
DAVIS FURNITURE INDUSTRIES. INC. • HIGH POINT, N.C. 27261

Circle No. 56 on product card facing P. 106
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
CONTINUED

some
chairs
just

Direct-reading contemporary clock designs

The exact hour and minute are visible as they fall 
into place on Howard Miller’s new digital clocks. 
Model 4621 lleft> is a nine-inch, satin aluminum 
cylinder with rosewood ends and base. The small off- 
center window reveals the two digits that provide 
direct or instant reading of time. The cylinder is

fill
space...

r chairs

do it 1

beautifully!

314 inches high, .3 inches in diameter. Model 4620 
(right) is a clear Plexiglas cylinder six inches long 
from one rosewood end to the other through which 
the digital mechanism is visible as two digits flip into 
place like calendar pages. On a small rosewood biuse. 
it is 3-^4 inches high and 3Vz inches in diameter.

Circle No. 117 on product card facing P. 106

Economically priced ornamented doors

Florestcme Arts is marketing a new line of Flore Dors 
to complement its line of decorative wall accessories. 
An economical price is one of the major features of 
Flore Dors. The doors will be produced in intricately 
ornamented designs and colors, and are weatherprrof

Model B410
Send for CurrenT^^^^ 
Catalog on Complete^^ 
Metal end Wood Lino of 
Chairs and Stools

and fire resistant. Illustrated is a full door studded 
with swirled rosettes on hammertoned panels, fin
ished in walnut, dai'k fruibvood. or custom colors; 
and a finely detailed, woodgrained. Spanish armored 
crest in dark walnut brushed with gold. Door size is 
3 by 6 feet, 8 inches. Crest size is 14Vz by 22V2 inches.

Circle No. 118 on product card facing P- 106

TRI-PAR Manufacturing Co. • 1740 N. Pulaski • Chicago 60639

Circle No. 57 on product card facing P. 106
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Art Nouveau and Op invade carpets
Among: the newest desljrns in AHied Chemica] Eng'j- 
neered nylon are a lush art nouveau floral and an 
illusory Op art geometric. Carpets are made in tightly 

. and tufted constructions. A.C.E. stylist Bar- 
Melville reports the highly figured and coloredwoven

bara

i

carpets are effective in "large public areas in ho
tels. theaters, and re.'tauraiits.

carpet reflecting the orientalism of Aubrey
Pictured is the art

nouveauBeardsley. Hardwick & Magee produce.s the carpet in 
27 inch and 12 foot widths in black white and olive
gold, plii.s custom colors.

Circia No. 119 on product card facing P. 106

New set up for component desk ensembles

Wi)liam.«j Office Furniture (’o. ha.s introduced a new 
concept for component desks. Each desk ensemble is 
made up from a set-up front desk and a series of 
matching bookcases and drawer units for returns. 
Returns can
bookcases, open, hinged door, and sliding door, and or 
drawer units: two file drawers, file and two box 
drawers and four box drawers. A aeries of matching

be made from a series of matching

I
I

CERAMIC is a woven back foil from our 
new STYLON )X Collection. The Collection 
includes paper-backed and fabric-backed 
vinyls, flocks on foil and designs printed 
on polished white and polished black 
woven back vinyl. Five of the designs 
have matching fabrics. Custom colors 
are available on the vinyls.

tops in various lengths is available. The new line 
features -^4 inch walnut panels thrtughout. suspen- 

on all drawers, lock on main desk ft)r both waixTRenos inreRnaTonaiL
DIVISION or WALL TRENDS. INC.
D & D Building — 979 Third Ave.. N.Y. 10022sums

drawers. Plexiglas writing arm slide, textured plastic 
tops, solid walnut outside H legs, and a hand-rubbed 
oiled walnut finish. Asstmbled desk.s come in three 
sizes: standard, GO by inche.;, executive, 66 by 
30, and overhang executive. 72 by 36. Locking file 
and box drawers can be ordered on the right or

DISTRIBUTORS: ROY JACOBS, INC. - Dallas and Houston 
WAU-CO IMPERIAL - Miami 
PORTER PAINT CD, — Louisville Ky 
SULLIVAN. INC. - Chicago. III.
C. W. STOCKWELL CO. - Los Angeles
KANSAS CITY WALLPAPER GALLERIES - Kansas City, Mo

left side.
Circle No. 58 on product card facing P. 106Circle No. 120 on product card facing P. 106
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
NOW! 2 NEW PRODUCTS CONTINUED

from SlIOWKHFOljy Crystals sparkle on Phil-Mar’s lamp

Impressive size, richnes.s of controlled ornamentation 
on its base, and the multi-faceted sparkle of crystal 
create an aura of yesteryear in the best Continental

CORINTHIAN
COKNKR
SIIOVtKK.
Al lafit, an rlcj'dnt 
ajipriiui'li to 
itoaiilifiil liutiiK. 
l.iiiqiir 
romlnnation 
of a S(ioMr>rrold 
I)o«>r an<l 
Marltlrnioltl 
R<’<’i*plrtr for 

tlie moKl 
liiMTitniiialiii};.

TI\K\ CiKNTKR- 
OPKMNC 
Tl B/SIIOWKR 
KNCI.OSI RES.
I )oors foil! 
completely open 
from tlie center. 
ClIHtOni M4M>d 
grain accent for a 
truly <liKtinctive 
bath.

tradition. The deep drum shade is finely pleated in 
silk shantuiifr; colors are antique white, 
olive with ^rold. Overall heig:ht is 42 inches.

Circle No. 1?1 on product card facing P. 106

pecan, or

rs[^
Flatfiles have own dust covers
The Intermaster line of five and three drawer steel 
blueprint cabinets from Staciir provides a dust cover 
in each drawer. Made uf plastic-coated fabric, the 
dust covers {five added protection tn the blueprints, 
drawinjrs, or plans stored iji the drawers of the 
tional cabinets. The sheets are kept compressed and 
flat. Each dust cover is permanently attached along 
the rear of the drawer via metal tubing, which moves 
up and down, permitting the cover to be flat. At the 
front of the cover is an aluminum finger grip. A 
ceptacle on the inside front of the drawer itself en
gages the aluminum ch.innel to keep the dii.st cover 
taut at all times.

4
sec-

/i.i

1 re-

il Circle No. 122 on product card facing P. 106

i si^
I

1.16MA
Introducing two exciting newcomers, created to bring 
unriNalled beauty as well as etuivenienee and .safety 

vour balhro«>ms. Nine decorator colors, gold o 
silver trim. Diwover their many advantage 
For complete information, write:

World’s
Largest Exportertf)

ofs now.

BENTWOOD
CHAIRSm SHOWERFOlO DIVISION

H
5858 North Pulaski Road 
Chicago. Illinois 60646

KINKEAD
INDUSTIIIS
INCOiroiATto

12621 Wastern Avanua 
Gardan Grova. Calltornia 92641 Sold only thru authorized Importers. Writs for list to;

EMJAY IMPORTS INC. 270 madison ave . NEW YORK. N Y. 10016

Circle No. 59 on product card facing P. 106 Circle No. 60 on product card facing P. 106
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P. 106cardNo. SO on

Wall, floor, and table sculptures, figurative and non- 
figurative. hand-worked and enamel floral sprays, 
kinetic and light sculptures, are some of the types of 
art forms Raymor Richards Morgenthaii offers the 
contract interior. Pictured are two representative 
pieces: on the left, Oceana, and on the right, a 
white on white wall construction. Oceana takes its 
form from the huge stone money disks with donut

Name your sculpture

Multiplex Display and Selling 
Equipment makes selling easier
Multiplex offers specialized display equipment for hard-to- 
■show items such as pictures, mirrors, and frames ... for 
curtains ... for carpeting ... for drapery and upholstery 
fabrics . . . and for wallcoverings. Steel-framed Multiplex 
panels are ideal where space is limited. A range of panel 
sizes and several finishes are available. Get the facts on 
these modern sales-builders — mail the coupon today.

hole centers of Polynesia. Choice of weathered tan 
stone on a walnut base or brown with silver high- 

black walnut base. Size is 9 inches deep.lights on
20 inches wide, and 29 inches overall height. The 
multi-levels and linear-circular forms on the all-white 
wall construction create an interplay of shadows. 
Size is 48 by 48 inches, white Masonite w’ith a black

I MULTIPLEX DISPLAY FIXTURE CO. 
I Oept. 7105, Warne & Carter 
I St. Louis, Missouri 63107

I yotir rutiilns; of l>U|ilti.v Si SolUne K«|ui|Mn**nt

frame. NAME
Circle No. 123 on product card facing P. 106 COMPANYI

I ADDRESS
I CITY & STATE

CONTRACTWHEN YOU’RE THINKING

• tA

• c*l?

• • • SCENICS BE.\UTIKUL H.\ND-SCREENED DE
SIGNS ON 10' STRIFES OF I-DEAL" COMPLETELY STRIFFABLE 

WALLCOVERING

- • ■ for WALLWEAVE^ .. • the mir.\cle
FABRIC W.\LLCOVERINC IN SCREEN PRINTS. 

STRIFES. PLAINS 

Available through;
STOCKWELL WALLCOVERINGS 
320 No. Madivofi, Ltw Angelev yoooa.
Also San Francisco, SchUIc, Honolulu

THF. WARNER CO.
lOK S. Desplaines St., Chicago 60606
470 Decorative Center, Dallas, Tex.

THIBAUT W'AU.COVERINGS 
P,0. Box L<41 G.P.O. N. Y, t. N, V. 
Showroonc 204 F. .^8 Si,. N.Y.C.

SEABROOK WAI.I.PAPERS 
421 S»). Main Si.. Memphis. Tenn, 
Also: 4330 N. E. 2n»J Ave,. Miiimi 

2ll5 S. Tryon, Charloile

Circle No. 61 on product card facing P. 106
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Want Information Fast?

READER SERVICE 
RUSHED TO YOU 
VIA COMPUTER

CONTRACT will help you get full information 
on any of the products and services shown 
in this issue. Use this postage-paid air mail 
card to request more information on all ad
vertised products, services and literature. At 
the heart of our recently installed processing 
system is a new hi-speed computer printer. 
This advanced system enables us to speed 
your inquiries direct to the manufacturers on 
a regular weekly basis. A number identifies 
all advertisements and product items. Circle 
the corresponding numbers on the cards at 
the right, fill in your name and address and 
other requested information, and mail. Each 
company will send you full information. There 
is no charge or obligation for this service.

Tlmv JhsufuL in, (x)alL (Dsnfi,

MEDIEVAL & CONTEMPORARY

C4.

3'honL £wwpiL
TO KEEP INFORMED AND UP-TO-DATE, 

USE THIS CONVENIENT 

FREE AIR MAIL INQUIRY SERVICE 

WITH EACH ISSUE OF CONTRACT.

Send for Color Brochure No. 28

WARA
INTERCONTINENTAL CO.

20101 WEST 8 MILE RD. • DETROIT, MICH. 48219

SAN FRANCISCO: The Doeley't, Western Mdse. Mart, Space 43^ 
NEW YORK: Worldwide Design House, 969 Third Ave.
DALLAS: Pettigrew Aisociatet, 2145 Trode Mart 
ATLANTA; H. Bridges, ltd., 739/40 Merchandise Marl 
HIGH POINT: H. Bridges, ltd.. So. Furniture Exp. Bldg.
ST. LOIAIS; Jock Boulois, 130 E. Jefferson, Kirkwood, Mo.
DENVER: Kenny Argali, 1508 Merchondise Mart
DETROIT: WARA Intercontinental C-.. 20101 W. 8 Mile Rd.

20101 WEST 8 MILE RD. DETROIT, MICH. 48219
See us gt the Chicago Home Furnishing Market, Jon. 7-12. Palmer House, Rm. 842 
----------- Tirrle Mn 62 OH oroduct card CONTRACT



PRODUCTS & SERVICES
CONTINUED

HARTERSwivel base chairs with diamond-tufted backs
Casual elegance is predominant in Buckstaff's set
ting of diamond tufted hi-back shells on chair swivel 
bases, around a 60 inch diameter solid oak table in a 

cocktail height. The upholstered chair shells 
wide variety of shapes either with

900 SERIES
21 inch

available in aare

the stationary chair swivel-and-return base nr 
full 360-degree swivel base with spherical casters. 
Chair bases are available in continental or regular 
dining height. Table is available in 16, 21, 26.
19 inch heights.

on a

or

Circle No. 125 on product card

Armstrong modifies two floor products
Cork Co. has modified its Terrina Vinyl 

Excelnn tile. TerrinaArmstrong 
Corlon and Imperial Modern

has Hydrocord Back, a moisture-Vlnyl Corlon now 
resistant a.sbestos backing which permits installation 
of the 0.65 inch gauge sheet material on all grade 
levels. This product replaces Terrina with Armofelt 
Back. Imperial Modern Excelon tile is now made in 
a new 3 32 inch gauge in 12 by 12 tiles. The tile is 
also available in 1 K inch gauge in 9 and 12 inch

squares.
Circle No, 126 on product card

New MSH seating by Harter, Superbly crafted 
yet modestly priced. (And even more comfortable 
than they look!) Available in 6 swivel and 
conference models. Now on display at Harter 
showrooms in New York, Chicago. Denver and 
Los Angeles. Send today for MSH brochure.

Walnut bookcase with sliding glass doors

Designed to complement High Point’s 
each of the bookcase.s in this 27-piece serle.s 
inches wide. They vary in height fi'om 31 inches 
to 53^/4 inches with a 12-inch shelf height. Tops and

100 Serie.s, 
i.s .36

1n

CORPORATIONHARTER
1230 Prairie Avenue 
Sturgis, Michigan 49091

Please send me the MSH 900 Series seating brochure.

NdfT>e

Firm

end panels are walnut, and there is a choice of wood, 
or metal legs or a box base. Sliding glass doors can 
be replaced by walnut grained panel doors, or con
venient open shelves.

i<0 JCityL
Circle No. 63 on product cardCircle No. 127 on product card
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Circle No. 64 on product card facing P. 106

PORCELAIN BATHTUB REFINISHING
SAVE UP TO 80%

OVER REPLACEMENT

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
CONTINUED

New furniture collection

The armchair on the left, part of the new collection 
by Richard Thompson, Inc., a division of Glenn of 
California is adaptable into double and triple seating 
arrangements. Frames and arms can be of solid rval- 
nut, rosewood, or teak with cushions supported byiHI

/;

L /•si
E-N-A*

.

PORCELAIN SERVICE
On location “thermal-fusion restores bathtubs 
to glossy smooth...and they last like new... 
more chemical and add resistant than original 
porcelain. Crews of skilled technicians coast-to- 
coast. Even bathtub manufacturers use E-N-A 
SERVICE.

bridle leather .strapping. The desk chair on the right 
has a swivel base in either solid walnut or hand- 
pnlished jeweler’s finish aluminum. The collection 
also includes sofas and several complementary occa
sional tables.

SEND TODAY FOR FREE BROCHURE

ark laboratory
114 Hisgins Rosd / Park Ridge, III. 60068 / Ana Code 312-763-6600 Circle No. 128 on product card facing P. 106

Vinyl coated window shades

Gray on the outside to provide u uniform exterior 
look in an all glass building. Joanna Western Mills’ 
vinyl-coated shade.i are laminated with a fresh floral

m<=r7>

'ey u □ o □

IS SENSATIONAL
Cavrok brings the realism and beauty of brick, 
stone and wood In 4' X 8' reinforced fiberglass 
panels. Easy to apply over new or existing walls, 
with hammer and nails or Cavbond, the interior/ 
exterior adhesive.

chintz on the interior. The green-and-white pattern 
is used in the ruffled valance, the adjoining walls, 
and the single cafe tier at the base of the window.

Circle No. 129 on product card facing P. 106

<^isplay at tine lumber
tfi-; dealers, or write...rh

CAVROK SALES INC.
55 High St., Hartford. Conn.

Product information rushed to you via computer. 
U.se free reader service card facing page 106.

Circle No. 65 on product card facing P, 106
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Horizontal drawer file opens smoothly

A newly desijyned horizontal drawer filinjr cabinet, 
the Adaptafile, features sturdy precision-engineered 
ball bearing drawer suspension. The suspension de- 

provides greater support for the drawers and ■'i.sign
K y;

31

't*
,4 MM

lC
4

M' f wr
■ \{-'v

;../re ■•St*'f

eliminates twisi;, Dccr construction has been modified 
to provide easier, bindless opening and closing. The 
cabinet, fnmi I»: rr<iughs Di .■. 
tain.s interchangeable drawers and includes two, three, 
and five drawer models. Comes in a variety of dec
orator colors.

moi Lear Siegier. con- {.- ? h..> f ■'
Hi
'fr

Circle No. 130 on product czrd facing P. 103
i ^

1 M ••Vinyl woodgrain partitions
Packard Industries has a new line of vinyl walnut 
woodgrain pai'titions. The vinyl is laminated to steel

Ir-” 
Uii 'M
Inr

2?-

1
t

panels and comes with aluminum posts. There is 
wide choice of vinyl patterns for the partitions.

C'rcle No. 131 on product card facing P. 106

a
1 Custom-Designed Crystal Chandelier. 

Bahia Hotel. San Diego. Calllornia

Our business is translating your 
ideas into beautiful and practical 
lighting to meet realistic budgets.S.VLESMENCONTRACT EXECUTIVES AND

VV.VN'TEI); Leading contract product manufacturers 

from time to time ask the assistance of Contract 

Magazine in providing the names of qualified .sales

man and sales executives in New York and other 

If you have a liackground in this field and feel

We welcome an opportunity to 
bid on your future projects.

Full color catalog upon request.
415 Fernando Court 

Glendale. California 91204-(213) 245-8864 
A subsidiary of Sunset Lamp Corporation

areas.
you qualify, send your resume to me in complete 

confidence. You will be consulted before we will show 

it to anyone. B. H. Heilman. Publisher, CONTRACT. a<’€*e.s«orie«. iiu*.
7 E. 43 St., NYC lOOlT.

Circle No. 66 on product card facing P. 106
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MANUFACTURERS'
LITERATURE

Catalog sheets from Randall Co. describe 
of institutional furniture many types 

for hoapital.s. offices, 
schools, restaurants, and hotels. Folding, tablet arm, 
and stacking chairs are included. Catalog sheets 
illustrated and contain detailed specifications.

Circle No. UZ on prol'jct card facing P. 106

are

Color folder illustrates the Planner Series, the 
Riviera Series, and the Toronado Series of Patrician 
Furniture. Included are benches, armless love seats, 
sofas, love seat \vith arm.s, and armies.'# chairs.

Circle No. 133 on product card facing P. 106

Xew 4-page brochure describes Diamond Lite decc._ 
tive combination aluminum doors from International 
Aluminum, Ltd. The doors incorporate stained and 
leaded glass panels in white frames. Specifications 
given I

)ra-
No. 21DT Director’s Table—No. 97 Barrel Chairs '

SCERBO BOARDROOM
FURNITURE

areon five models: Crossbuck. Spindle. Victorian, 
Classic, and Contemporary.

Just one of several director's tables in the dis
tinguished Scerbo DT Series featuring functional 
beauty and design individuality for the conference 
room. Crafted in the finest woods, in a variety of 
shapes and sizes.

Circle No. 134 on product card facing P. 106

A new general information and specifications folder 
on plastic-finished Marlite wall and ceiling paneling 
contains information on hollowcore Korelock and a 
new fire-rated panel. The 4-page folder lists approvals 
and test reports and in.^tallation information.

Circle No. 135 on product card facing P. 105

Catalog upon request

Frank Scerbo & Sons, Inc. 140 PlYMOUTH ST., 
aftOOKLYN, N. Y. 

MAKERS OF FINE MODERN AND TRADITIONAL OFFICE FURNITURE

PALMSTTO
Mafolda Poll Castro Ltd. Wallcovering & Fabric 

New Exclusive Wallcoverings and Fabrics to please 
the most Discriminating Architect and Designer by

Peacock Wallcovering & Gordon Wins'ow Fabric 
Tru-Wood (Exotic Woods of the World) a product 

of Creative Colors of Californio 
Birge Designs, Vinyls—Scenics-Imports

Crown Wallcovering—Designers Forum

Cuttings available on request

S428-30 Devon A»a.

Cr>>iogo, llUnoU 60646 
ROcIney 3 0373. ROdney 3 1127

Distinctive Walls and Fabrics

Circle No. 68 on product card lacing P. 106 Circle No. 69 on product card facing P. 106
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Circle No. 71 on product card facing P. 106Three catalogs from Karl Maim, two covering paint
ings. one on mirror frames, contain general informa
tion. and frame diagrams. The two painting cata- 

all in color, also cover papier discovered the 
budding genius

logs, 24 and 28 pages, 
machfc sculpture for public areas. The mirror frame 
catalog. 14 pages, also in color, illustrates a wide 
range of designs including Spani.sh and Italian Renais
sance, French Provincial, and Art Xouveau.

of
Palette Prints?

Circle No, 136 on product card facing P. 106

Cranco Mfg. Div. of the Crandell Wholesale Co. has 
compiled a catalog of all the lines of specialty refriger“ 
ators, air conditioners, purifiers, and compact refrig
erators it market.s. Among the lines carried are Rhine- 
cold-AIaska.
Chef. Sub Zero. King, Springer-Penguin, Xorcold. 

Circle No. 137 on product card facing P. 106

THEN YOU KNOW 
THE WHOLE 
BLOOMIN’ BUSINESS!

Morphy-Riehards. Marvel, Acme, Crane Vinyl handprint wallcover
ings, alive with new ideas, 
including patent leather fin
ishes . . . befriended by com
panion fabrics ... in anything 
from flowers to females (and 
more subdued successes 
adaptable lor contract and res- 
idential styling) ... in our 
‘prints charming’ collection.

A new’ 64-page illustrated catalog and retail price ILst 
for designers, architects, and dealers has been issued 
by Helikon Furniture Co. The book featurevS desks, 
chairs, and tables for office and institutional use de
signed by Riibert Benhan Becker. Line di’awing.s of 
all items together with style, price, size, and descrip
tion are provided.

Sample books available 
. . . drop a line for details.

Circle No. 138 on product card facing P. 1C6

A folder from Coaled h'abrics Div, of Interchemical 
Corp, provides specifications and samples of Alhama 
Cohyde 2 vinyl w'allco\’erlng. Alhama combines the 
look of coarse pla.ster with a stain-resistant coating. 

Circle No. 139 on product card facing P. 106

p. O. Box 401. 
Bala Cynwyd. Penna. 
(215) MOhawK 4-6048

Manufacturers and Originators 
of Distinctive Handprinted WsMcoverings

O) \ ismttttitttmtstttt:<ZJ
n\\✓V

V
\ \ I\ V

»•

%

1

/rr /vrr/

/ m■c
nfJJ ><f€ . / fDecorative Glass Balls on 

Chains, all Bead Curtains in 
Colors and Crystal, Glass, Plas
tic, Wood, Cork, Custom Made. 

Write on your letterhead 
for brochure.

<1N f̂4 ^

a
COMAU OABk.CS. ^LORlOA41 IS PONCE OE LEON BLVD

EMBEOLMBER DKSOUItLES COUN..IL INC 0N fAcrony Rc^RCftCNTATive
n VI.. CMICAOO.INC . MAVCRI 0LRO m

n . 0Ol«TR|BUTOI«

I hsi * ^•***^'>*“ MART » 2NQ «T.. RmILAOCLRHIA PA

BEAD ART BY KEN BURY
205 VifEST 19th STREET • NEV^ YORK n. N. Y,

Circle No. 70 on product card facing P. 106
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Circle No. 12 on product card facing P. 106

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rati'n: $15.00 per coUntiu-itich payable U'ith order. Esti- 
mate 55 words per inch. This section closes the 10th of 
preceding month. Please specify if box number is wanted; 
no eyira charge. Classified itds may iiichidc’ 8?fHnt?o«N 
or help wanted, lines wanted, representatives wanted. 
Merchandise offerings not acceptable: ask for display ad
vertising rates.

MANUKACTURERS REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE: Immediate
I acceptance by leading contract dealers in Michigan, Ohio, 

Indiana, Kentucky, and West Virginia assured by our 15 
successful years representing leading manufacturers. 
Have room for quality chair and table lines. Write; Box 
A-450, CONTRACT. 7 E. 4:i St.. NYC 10017.

there's only one 
walnut wood typewriter table 

on the market-

we make it!

EFFECTIVE BALES/MARKETING MANAGER AVAILABLE NOW: 
Sub.stantial experience in furniture—commevcial/contact/ 
industrial/institutional at manufacturer and dealer level. 
If you need a doer, let’s talk! Write: Box A-451, co.ntract, 
7 E. 43 St.. NYC 10017.

If you think this is unique you 
should see our full contemporary 
wood office furniture line

SALES MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVF. WANTED: Commer
cial institutional furniture line. Leading manufacturer of 
commercial institutional furniture seeks experienced 
manufacturer’s representative to call on architects and 
specifiers, as well as dealers in the office, school, church, 
hospital and interior design fields. Replies strictly confi
dential. Write: Box A-4.52, contract, 7 E. 43 St.. NYC 
10017.

williams
OFFICE FURNITURE CO. 
ONE PARK AVENUE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016
Write for cat8legC-l2 • Factory Kentucky

manufacturer’s REPRESENTATIVES WANTED: Choice terri
tories available for contemporary desk and chair line, free 
standing wall unit, unu.sual line of upholstered chairs. 
Reply to Box A-453, CONTRACT, 7 E, 43 St.. NYC 10017.NEW

Custom LINES WANTED: Established manufacturers' representa
tive, Midwest territory; strong following among archi
tects, designers, dealers, and specifiers. Seeking lines of 
furniture and accessories with contract, office, and college 
applications. Write: Box A-454, contract, 7 East 43 St., 
NYC 10017.

Designed
DOORS

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPERIENCED CONTACT 
SALF.SPERSON: Philadelphia’s finest department store with 
an established reputation for quality and integrity offers 
stable employment, excellent benefits and an unusually 
pleasant working atmosphere. Exceptional earnings arc* 
available to person with proven ability. Send resume or 
apply in person, strawbrjdt.e & clothier, 801 Market St., 
Philadelphia, Pa.

Tf>» newest in beautiful dec
orative doers. Go creolive— 
choose from 400 deep 
carved reproductions or de
sign your own custom door. 
Any size, shape or designi

by FLORESTONEARTS, Inc.

Attention: Reps—Register With Us,'
Many important and new manufacturers ask contract 
Magazine for the names of qualified independent repre
sentatives, who currently sell commercial/institutional 
furnishings, and might be interested in an additional line. 
If you want us to include your name in a confidential list 
of reps, which we supply to manufacturers who have be

come new advertisers, write to the publisher of CONTRACT 
Magazine. State your name, address, area covered, type 
of line you carry, trade you call on, number of associates 
or salesmen if you have any, and indicate product cate
gories you have a particular interest in. This is a free 
service. Write to: Rep. Registry, contract, 7 East 43 St., 
New York, N.V. 10017.

r II SEND TODAY
For FSEE BROCHURE ond | 

I nearest Factory Locolion. I

II

I

FLORESTONE ARTS, INC.

616-B20 MARSHALL AVE. 
Memphis. Tend. Ph. 527-8839

ijiicle No. 73 oil product card facing P. 106
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INTERH)R ARCiiiTEt'TURAL DESK’.NER: with 12 yeavs exten
sive professional experience in 
design, drafting, specifications, construction and installa
tion: whose scope of work includes corpoi-ate offices, hotels, 
banks, hospitals, schools, showrooms, boutiques, residen
tial work, desires association with aggressive organization. 
Write: P.0, Box 591. r.cs, Xew York. K.Y. 10017,

management, creative

execUtive-co.n'TRACT: Experienced all phases management 
and client contact—interior design, space planning—seeks 
position requiring dynamic leadership, responsiblity. good 
appeai’anee. Go getter. Reply to Box A-455, contract. 

7 E. 43 St.. NYC 10017,

DEPARTMENT HEAD WANTED: Architectural-iiidustrial-inter- 
ior designer. Need man to head design department for 
expanding firm in southeast. Send resume to P.O. Box 
535. .\vondale, Georgia.

Circle No, 74 on product card facing P. 106

CONSERV-A-SPACE
CONCEALED 
WARDROBES

FREE STANDING
(NOT ATTACHED TO WALL)

or WALL MOUNTED
THE SPACE PLANNERS SPACE 

SAVER •
■dial for executive oflicn, reception roomSi 
(iQctor's offices, hotels, motels and hospitals. 
Walnut, Teak or Rosewood textured self-edped 
uanel, phenolic back with steel frame.

Frat brochura on raquatl.

LOUMAC SUPPLY CORP.
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

327 East 103rd St. (Dapl. Cl, Naw York, N.Y. 10O2Y 
(312, 289*5374

Add Krueger
Tables and Seating Comfort 

to your menu
... and talk about taste in seating

• 11

Discerning restaurant managers know customer comfort is just 
as important as tine cuisine. That's why Krueger’s new Pedestal 
Base Tables and 504 Stack Chairs are seen in discriminating

restaurants. Here is elegant 
comfort, combined with last
ing durability, promising years 
of impressive service. Serve 
your customers a generous 
helping of Krueger comfort- 
it just could become the spe
cialty of the house.

1
MAKE

FIRST I

IMPRESSIONS
130 Series brass base and column, 
marble laminate top. Choose horn 
over 160 base/top combinations.COUNT

with PLUSH G0¥E]R entry matsi
Luxurious, sculptured Plu.sh Cover mats and matting 
establish a mood of elegance, where it counts, at your 
entryways. Doubly useful, the deep nylon pile catches 
and holds sight unseen tracked-in street dirt or grime. 
Reduce floor maintenance costs. Solid vinyl back keeps 
moisture and dirt from ruining your flooring. Mats: 
3' X 5', 3' X 7', 4' X 6', 4' x 8'. 6' x 10'. Runners; 3', 4', 6' 
widths in rolls up to 60 lineal feet.

FREE 4-COlOR BROCHURE—Chnoao ihu mal9 yuu nml from Rullclin 0030,

Heavy-duty 110 SenesBase 320 Series chrome column 
that defies tipping.

150 Series Base with 
Black accented chrome. — black porcelain base

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS...
Chicago—1184 Merchandise Mart 
Los Angeles -8815 Beverly Boulevard

Write for 
our latest 
catalog

Originator of ^ 
carptt-lop and 

cushioned entry '| 
and anti-fatigue 

mats and matting.

Phone; 419-332-5S31

; RUBBER COMPANY METAL PeOOUCTS COMPANY . GREEN BAY, WIS • SASOE

Fremont. Ohio 43420
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